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Abstract

This study is an examination of the perceíved self-health
of twenty, recently discharged, elderly clients. Views on
their recent experience in hospitalr âs well as their
perceptions of the health care system, v/ere elicited. The
responses r¡/ere analyzed in order to develop a basis for a

discharge planning framework.
Findings included unmet psychosocial needs that included

coping with changes in self-identification, body irnage,
feelings of increased vurnerabirity manifested by expression
of anxiety and depression. only one cl-ient understood the
evoÌving changes in funding arrangements between different
Ievels of government and few cl-ients courd report memoríes of
the condition of their rives prior to the introduction of
universal medicare in Canada. Social work intervention in
the discharge planning process should be directed at many
levels of care. The effectiveness of discharge planning wourd
be greatly facilitated by an understanding of the multiple,
and sometimes conflicting, responsibilities facing the medical
social worker"
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fntroduction

This practicum has evolved from my interest and

experiences in working with elderly clients in an acute care

hospital setting. Our world is changing so very quickly and

the differences in attitudes and perceptions between and

within generational groups is a fascinating study

particularly in the interface between a grol¡ring elderly
population and a health care system struggling to meet

demands with shrinking resources. Decker (L980:8) has

described older people as rrimmigrants through timerr, meaning

that they have rrmoved through tirne, have experienced the

meaning of time and have come to know the pleasures and

ravages of timerr. He considers three concepts to be central

to our understanding of the gerontological culture:
generation, maturation, and social age.

The term generation can be used to place persons in a

lineaI order but can also be used in a col-Iective sense in
that each of us are rrmembers of a particular historical
cohortrr (Decker, 1-980:9) and seems to be in agreement with

Mannheimts (L952:291-) idea that members of a generation

share a rrcollective mentalitytt. As such:

rrThe f act of belonging to the same class, and that
of belonging to the same generation or age group,
have this in common, that both endow the
individuals sharing them with a common l-ocation in
the social and historícal process, and thereby
linit them to a range of potential experience,
predisposing them for a certain characteristic
mode of thought and experience, and a
characteristic type of historically relevant
action. rl



IÙhat Mannheim reall-y seems to articulate is that r¡/e are

a product of our times and that because each generation is
historically unique, each wir-r respond in a different way

from the other"

Second, the effect of maturation on our social
behaviour, its effect on the beliefs and attitudes of those
around us regarding their expectations of us and its
infruence on our expectations of ourserves may infruence our
adjustment to illness and weIIness. (Decker, 1-9gO:9)

Neugarten and Datan (L973) discuss a third concept of
rrsocial agett. There are sociar def initions that arso give
meaning to our age. These vary according to curtural-
understanding as wel] as where we are functioning at any

given tirne in a particular socj-al institution. Examples of
this may be seen in various stages of the family rife cycre
or occupational career. our definitions of social age

certainry appear to be refrections of past beliefs and

societal lirnitation. perceptions of when one is o1d. diverge
when viewed by different generations and different cuttural
norms.

Elderly cl-Íents in the hospital present the medical

sociar worker with the interesting task of assisting the
erder and their farnily with adjustment to irl_ness (sometimes

both chronic and acute at the same time) as well as planning
for a successful reÍntegration into their community.

Discharge planning has been a function of medical social



hrorkers since the estabrishment of the first department of
hospital social work at the Massachusetts General Hospital
early in the L900's. It has perhaps been seen as the
prinary rore of hospital social workers with patients and

fanilies (Berkman and Rehr, J-972:578). Grace Fields (Lg7g),

in a compelling editorial- for sociaL work in Health care

said:
rrPeople caught in a medical cure system that has
not been able to effect the totat cures they need
are defined by utilization Review mechanisrnè as
discharge problems. people are not discharge
problems. They have discharge problems.rl

She further develops the idea that the difficult
transition back to previous J-ifestyle and surroundings is a

refrection of societal- stress on the individuar, the famity
and the communi-ty as a whoIe. prolonged hospital stays can

have a negative effect on patients and their convalescence

and may resurt in both inappropriate and over utilization
of a resource (Lurie, L984) which is the most expensive

feature of our health care system.

This practicum \i¡as designed to al1ow for a greater

exploration of the rore played by generation, maturation and

social age Ín relation to recognition of syrnptoms and

ilrness in elderly crients. Their views of our current
health care system v/ere al-so sought. with the crisis in
health care funding today, it is important to understand the

value placed on the system by its participants as welr as

their perception of why the crisis exists. we as a canadian



society may be standing at a crossroad in the delivery of
our health care. It is important that we participate fully
in making well Ínformed choices about the direction that it
should be taking.

The practicurn was undertaken as a project to define the

role of the rnedical social worker in the discharge planning

process within an acute care setting. This crossroad. in
provision of health care also demands that the profession

look proactively at what its role rnay be in the future and

work to be on the leading edge of providing heal-th care that
is a better fit with a rapidly changing world and mores.

A recent Statistics Canada survey released in Lggz

shows that fewer than one per cent of I-O,OOO homemakers

surveyed last year supported el_derly parents by regularly
helping with the housework, transportation or personal care.

lriomen helped their parents more than men, but even amongst

the female homemakers the rate of intensive fanily support

was under four percent. Some of this can be attributed to a

increased geographic mobility of this generation, however

Ben Schlesinger, a member of the faculty of social work at
the University of Toronto says economj-c stress on fanilies
today may restrict the amount of energy available to assist
with elderly parents also (Winnipeq Free press, April
28/e2).



The practj-cum sought to gain an understanding of how

clients saw the medical- systern as treating thern as a group.

It is presented as a preliminary theory regarding the role
of the social worker in the discharge planning process as

weII as a recommendation for an expansion of traditional
activities in this process. As resource dollars become

scarcer, the importance of strengthening the ties between

constituents, and various service providers cannot be

underestimated. suggestions with regards to clarification
and expansion of traditionat social work rol_es in the

hospitat setting particularly in the arena of discharge

planning will be presented.

The practicum report wil-I review rel-evant Literature
regarding concepts of health and wellness, concepts

surrounding aging and identity to provide a basis for
ongoing discussion rel-ated to gerontologic social work.

Literature avaj-Iab1e in the area of discharge planning will
also be examined with salient concepts being used in the

discussion of the resul-ts of the practicum. Additional
references to discharge planning riterature witr continue to
be woven into the fabric of the discussion section. This is
done in an effort to enhance both the readabil-ity and

continuity of the document for the reader.

The practicum utilized a semi-structured interview
format and the method of study as werr as the process of its
development will be probed. The report witl present an

5



overvierd of representative clients who gave of themselves to
facilitate a better understanding of the future rote of
discharge planning with the elderly as a consti-tuent group.

It is they who have made the major contribution to this
effort, for the intervierÁ/ process for many brought to the
fore many issues of personal and at times, emotionally
painful significance. Their desire to share these in the

hope of assisting the writer in understanding their cohort
group and perhaps effecting a positive change in the future
care of seniors was appreciated over and over again.

6



Chapter One

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

An understanding of the concepts of health and werlness

liras an important starting point for the work of this
practicum. A medical model- approach would focus on the
absence of ilrness as a primary indicator for health. Gress

and Bahr (i-984) quote a range of lj_terature that define
health as a state, a process, a diagnosis, a task, a

response or a goar. The world Health organizationrs (i,9471

definition of heal-th would seem to be the most generally

accepted and it sees health as rra state of complete

physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease and inf irmitytt.

If then, one views wellness as a process of development

and growth throughout the life cyc1e, then tasks for
welrness can be presented as a starting point for assessing

such a state. Havighurst (i,972) describes a model based on

Erikson's eight developmental stages (1963). For those in
the final stage of maturity (ego integrity vs. despair)

wellness tasks include the following:
a. Becoming ar^/are of risks to health and adjusting their

life-sty1e and habits to cope with risks.
b. Adjusting to loss of job, j_ncome, family and friends

through death.

c. Redefining their self-concept.



d" Adjusting to changes in personal time and new physical
environment.

e" Adjusting previous health habits to current physical and

mental capacities.

Graney (1985) sees the definition of wellness as a
continuum from illness to werlness with a middre ground of
absence of symptomatology. Physician assessments of older
peoprest health are based on comparison to generar medical

standards whereas the assessments of the clients themselves

are made in terms of their own functionar ability and within
their own age group (in which the presence of one or more

chronic diseases is the norm). rt is this functional model

which seems to fÍt rnost easi-Iy into an understanding of the
link between symptom recognition and the seeking of he1p.

clarke (198724) suggests that the patientrs recognition
of himself as irl stems from a variety of factors ranging
from ethnicity and sex to the degree of impairrnent in
functioning and accessibility to rnedicat services. she sees

health and illness as being sociar constructs, not purery

the result of a physiological process.

Mechanic (1-982:55) discusses this topic of symptom

recognition and his stated berief that even objective
reports of screening and diagnostic procedures are rrbiased

by the psychological processes affecting av/areness,

reporting, and action with respect to specific symptomsn.

He presents a model- of information processinqr mechanisms



invorved in individual perception and response to bodiry
complaints. The illness symptoms are self-defined and coped

with in some way that is deterrnined by the lever at r¡¡hich

the slanptom is interpreted. The r-ink between the irlness
representation and the crientrs coping mechanisms can then
be understood.

fnterestingly, Mechanic also makes use of the
importance of history in the recognition of symptoms and in
the individuar assessment of their own rh¡eIl-nessr. The

three concepts of social- âgê, maturation and especially
generation all pray an important part in the interpretation
and processing of wel]ness cues. He suggests that because

of the wide range of variation in health and ilrness
behavÍour from one culture to another and among varying
ethnic groups, hearth attitudes and behaviour are learned.

The rrvocabulary of distressrr (Mechani-c, rgg2) is shaped

by a curtural acceptance and appropriateness and contributes
to their conceptualization and response to distress. This
vocaburary is rearned through the life cycre. Tied to this
view are the infruences on evaluation of symptoms and

subsequent decisions regarding action on the interpretation
of such.

A final category of variables affecting illness
behaviour is the accessibility and social organization of
the system of care itself. He quotes Fuchs (1974) with a

stated position that practitioners tend to produce their own



demand to some extent, and thus the level of use of
ambulatory services, specialists, and beds depends on the
number avairable. Ecologicar factors such as distance to
care, and social accessibility factors (availability of
outreach, lack of stigma, and personar interest in the
pat,ient) affect the patient's decision to seek services.

Talcott Parsons (l-95i-) conceptualized irlness as a
normative role that provided a reintegrative process for the
ill indíviduaI. The sick role could be used as a
normativery prescribed response or it coutd al-so be used as

a deviant adaptation to avoid sociar role responsibirities
(Johnson et al; 1-988), to achieve other secondary gains with
the legitirnating circumstances of irlness (Freidson; LgTo)

or to justify the faíl_ure to satisfy social role
responsibilities (Co1e and Lejeune¡ 1,972). It is the
physician-patient relationship which serves the social
control function of rninimizing the disruptiveness of
síckness to the group or to the society.

Parsonst sick rore has four components - two exemptions

from normal responsibil-ities and two new obl-igations:
a. The sick person is exempted from normal

responsibilities, ât least to the extent necessary to
ttget weIIrr.

The individual is not held responsible for his or her

condition and cannot be expected to recover by an act of
wr_II.

b.

t_0



c" The person must recognize that being irr is undesirable
and must want to recover.

d" The sick person is obrigated to seek and cooperate with
the physician or a competent treatment agent.

The physj-cian functions as a socj_al_ control agent

because he/she both legitÍrnize the sick rol-e and also
strives to return the individuar to a more conventional
social role.

This particular perspective has been carried even

further with suggestions that the deveropment of legitinized
iÌlness is a socially acceptabl-e method of 'coping with
failurert and is a criterÍon for ar-rocation of various
¡rre¡¡rardsrr such as certain social benefits (shuval, J. et al;
Le73) .

The motivations for the individuar to undertake the
sick role have been seen in two vsays: that the role is
assumed in response to symptoms or that there are benefits
other than symptom relief to be gained by undertaking such a

rore. Both processes may contribute to both the entry into
and the degree of the sick role (Johnson et aI ì JgBg).

Any sociar work discussion on this issue of health,
sickness and wellness wourd be incomprete without a

reference from The Honourable Monique Begin, p.c. a former
Minister of Health and Welfare (Canada):

1_1



ilFor all of us, healthr âs a goal to be
achieved or a state to be maintained, is a
lifelong task. It's everybodyrs business
both individually and coIlectively. And
since health is adversely affected by
poverty, unemployment, social stress,
inadequate housing, unsafe working conditions
and a host of other social and environmental
hazards, it is also the business of our
politicians. These are the public policy
issuesrr (Rachlis and Kushner, l_999) "

The political realities in the health care system

manifest themselves to arl whether patient or professional,
taxpayer or poritician. The charges of underfunding, out of
control spending, too many physici-ans, too much physician
control of access to health care, too many tests and

unnecessary surgeries can dizzy even the most astute student
of the economics of the canadian health care systern.

rrUnnecessary surgeries, over-long hospital stays and

the inappropriate use of institutions may have more to do

with expraining the problem than l-ack of fund.sr states
Rachris (l-989). The social worker within the health care

system will need to make an assertive 1eap from simply

moaning about underfunding to working within and outside of
the hospital to ensure good hearth care. constructive and

creative design, implementation and eval-uation of programs

can lead us into a place of being seen as innovators in a

new way of providing health care (not just il-l-ness care) .

t2



Chapter Two

VIEÌ{S ON AGING

Miller (1,979 | tggT ) posits the view that aging has been

constructed to resemble a form of social deviance with a

ross of some former adult roles and a paucity of specific
rores for the elderly in modern industriar urban systems.

He criticizes the view of symboric interactionarists who

would see rrthe type of aging processes which an Índividual
will experiencerr as being "significantry affected by his/her
interaction with the environrnent and persons encountered

during life'r (L987:1-42). This, he says, contributes to the
labelring of older persons as deviant. rt arso provides the
opportunity to various sociar contror erements such as the
medical hierarchy to exert influence on order persons to
attempt to conform their behaviour to that which is expected
by the socJ-ety.

Macro-lever theories of aging deal with the way that
erderly individuars are tied to their society and the social
status that is accorded them. cowgilr and Holmes (tg72)
have articulated a systematic theory of how modernization
has led to a decrine in the status of the aged. Their
theory describes four dimensions of modernization:
1" Modern economic technology creates new positions

increasingly held by younger people. As the older
positions become obsolete, their status declines.

t_3



2" rncreasing urbanization and mobirity lead chirdren to
establish new farnilíes geographicalry distant from theír
parents" This segregates the young and the old in both

a residential and. social sense.

The progressively higher educational attainment of
younger people provides them with more of an inherently
valued commodi-ty. These educational differences may

serve to segregate the generations both interlectuarly
and morally.

Advances in hearth technofogy increase rife expectancy.

This means that peopre are able to remain in the work

force ronger, creating intergenerationar confrict because of
the brockage of upward mobility for the young. Retirement

can be seen as a macro level- attempt to resolve the

conflict.

Sociologists have several criticisms of this theory -
from unequar progressj-on of modernization across the four
dimensions previously described, to the conceptualization of
the sociar status of erderly persons, difficutties with the
rel-ative tirning of changes in modernization and social
status, and finally the assumption that the status of the
elderly was higher in earlier historical periods. A

romanticized and uniform view of the past has contributed to
many of the diff iculties with this thesis (Dowd, j_gBO) .

3.

4.

L4



A second rnajor approach to understanding aging rests on

a perspective of age stratÍfication. To assist in
understanding, one needs to dífferentiate the two concepts
of cohort and age stratum (Riley, Johnson and Foner; 1,972).

The cohort consists of individuals born approximately at the
same time, who move through their life course together. The

boundaries for a cohort are rather arbitrary and usualty set
by the investigator. The age stratum consists of
individuars who are of a sirnilar age at a particurar tirne.
cohort membership is assumed with birth and retained
throughout the individual-rs life span. As aging occursr so

does movement through successive age strata. This practicum
was designed to arlow for an expression of cohort uniqueness

with less of a focus on crients'placement in a particular
age strata.

cohort similarities and differences are irnportant
because of thei-r ability to reveal the runique set of
historical experiencest (Karp ¡ L9g2) between various cohort
groups and a110w for a more dynarnic understanding of
expectations and interactions with society as a whole.

Persons who were children during The Great Depression, for
example, rrhrere shaped by that historical event and,

consequently, interpret much of the remainder of their rives
in light. of that experienceil (Karp , !982:30) .

Although Rose (l-965) argues for the increasing
emergence of the elderly as a dístinctive subculture because

15



of their large numbers, increased energy and health,

collective concerns which have mobilized thern to become a

visible lobby effort and growing geographical segregation,

there is evidence that conflicts with the validity of his
assumptions. The notion of a common lifestyle amongst

cohort members can be called into doubt. Like members of

all other ag'e cohorts, they experience their chronological

age in dif f erent vrays.

Foner (1974) on the other hand , articulates a view

that each successive cohort entering the oId age stratum

brings with it its own uniqlre encounter with history. The

values and interests it brings into that stratum wil-I be

dífferent from those already there, weakening the unanimity

or consensus of shared values. She feels that the potential

for age based consciousness is mitigated by the overwhelrning

generational consciousness.

The past two decades have seen an increase j-n concerns

about age. Pub1ic policy discussions regarding pensions,

retirement positions, health care and rel-ated issues have

raised the volume of the political rhetoric. The age

consciousness itself has been call-ed a phenomenon of the

generational cohort (Cut1er, l-981-) .

The individualistic bias of our North Arnerican culture

is reflected in the focus on the adjustment of the aging

person to their place in the society. This is saíd as a
prelirninary comment to further discussj-on of three other

1-6



variations of role theory that have been put forward. The

assumption that this tirne of life Ís problematic (perhaps

because of a lack of preparation for retirement or
difficul-ty adjusting to role change) directs one's attention
av¡ay from the structurar foundations of age-rerated poverty
and political neglect.

Activity theory hypothesizes that the adaptation of the
índividual to the society is threatened by their age related
declines in the area of rore occupancy. The ctaim is made

that:

rr . . . the older person who ages optirnally is theperson who manag'es to resist the shrinkage of hissocial world... (he) finds substitutes foi work
when he is forced to retire and substitutes forfriends and toved ones whom he loses by deathrt(Havighurst, 1969 z2l-) .

On the other hand, disengagement, theory views the
decrine of activities as a naturat and inevitable severing
of ties between the individuar and society serving a

function to both. rt is particurarly functional for society
because it allows for a smooth passing of people through the
positions which make up the society. rt is considered
functionar for the individuar in order to conserve energy
because of failing health. More time is allowed for the
individual to prepare for death (HochschiJ-d, LgTs).

Continuity theory as proposed by Atchley (1,g7j,)

proposes that it is not the actual- level of role involvement

a7



or activity that is the important determinant of adaptation
in later life as much as the change in rore involvement.

An understandi-ng of the ol-der strata is not comprete

without an understanding of age identity and age definition.
rt is commonry acknowl-edged in the l-iterature that ours is
an ageist society in which both negative and positive
stereotypes about aging exist. Karish (Lggz) concluded that
older people consistently viewed themselves much more

optimisticalry than they are viewed by the non-erderly. To

the extent that stereotypes about old age are negative, he

found that, people may try to exempt themserves from the
status of oLd.

The Kuypers and Bengtson (1973) model of the social
breakdown syndrome posturates how the erderly identity
becomes vulnerable because of role loss, normative

ambiguity, and a lack of confirmatory feedback from others.
outside portrayals as being obsolete and usel_ess then take
on increased meaning for the individual. The assumption of
the sick rore or a prace of dependence may then occur. The

model is circurar, but exposes various points of entry
through which either formar or informal intervention can

take place to enhance self-rel-i-ance, coping skirls, and

individuar self-esteem. Betty Friedan (t-9BB), in commenting

on men who assume a prirnary caregiving role with erderly
wives, admits rnistakes made by the early ferninists who saw

such a role as martyrdom and themsel-ves as victims.

18



rnstead, she now views the choosing of any rore as giving us

purpose and serf-respect. The task of the assessor is to
search for the purpose of the role.

Dowd (1980) utilizes a form of exchange theory in
theorizing that decreased interaction with increasing age is
a result, of a decrine in the resources that can be brought

to encountersr. whether those resources be material,
positions of authority, access to power or even qualities
such as strength. As their social network diminishes, these

resources also depl_ete and a loss of respect ensues.

ff an individual is not able to offer resources in
return for needed resources from another, a dependent state
would then be present. If human beings seek to be

independent, autonomous and have control over their
situations, then avoidance of these dependent relationships
urould be a logical step. ütithdrawal may be a way to
eriminate the psychorogical cost of dependency (Matthews,

teTe) "

Issues of dependency, identity, age definition, role
invorvernent and role assumption are arr central to the
medicar sociar $/orker's involvement with elderly clientele.
The historical context which each cohort group brings
emphasizes the need for the worker to be not onry culturally
sensitive but also historically sensitive. euality
discharge planning involves integrating knowledge of
attitudes and behaviours regarding health, and. an

L9



understanding of the aged person in an ecologicar context.
It calls upon the social- worker to do more than simple

assessment; it, issues a challenge to invorvement on every

level of intervention with the crient. rt needs to be seen

as an exciting process that uses the rtheoretical aspects of
crisis interventj-on, problem-solving, ego-centred therapy,

systems approach and grief/loss counsellingtr (Diamond,

Jansen-Santos, 1989) "
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Chapter Three

DISCHARGE PLANNTNG - A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Discharge planning has fatlen within the domain of the

hospital social work department since the professionrs

earliest days and is often seen by the institution as its
primary role (Berkman and Rehr , 1"972) . It is an

interdisciplinary service to the patient, the family and the

institution itself and shouJ-d emphasize the active
involvement of the ctient and family, provision of adequate

information so that appropriate decisÍons can be made, and

provision for follow-up of the discharge p1an.

Discharge planning must not only serve to address the

needs of the patient medically, but also in a psychosocial

sense (Blazyk and Canavan, l-985). The crisis of discharge

can mark the first occasion in which the patient and

significant others must face the reality of the rnedical

situation on their functioning outside of the hospital
environment. The crisis situation, in fact, offers the

social worker a unique opportunity to intervene in a way

that may have long term beneficial effects for the client.
rrParadoxically, the initial- period of destabil-ization for
the family system permits intervention that would be

difficult in more stable situationsrr (Blazyk and Canavan,

1e85).

The biornedical focus of hospital-s cannot rral-leviate the

problems of stress, anxiety, depression, worry, and a host
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of social airments, social diseases and environmentarly
induced symptoms" (Rehr and Rosenberg, tggl:1-1-7). Discharge
planning in its current model- cannot adequately address

these concerns with individual patients and as most social
work departments do not forlow their patients after
discharge, it is difficult to assess the stability and

adequacy of the discharge planning program as it currentry
functions in acute care settings. (euinn, t9g4)

The concern of both home care nurses and social workers

today is that patients are being discharged from the
hospitar rrquickerrf and l-eave the hospitailsickerr than they
did perhaps in the past (Kosecoff et âI, l_990). This is
particularly true in the United States where hospitalization
has a direct monetary cost to the patient and a system of
DRGs (Diagnosis Rerated Grouping) dictate a rength of stay
and attach monetary benefit to the facility to decrease the
arnount of time spent in hospital (Rehr and Rosenberg, LggL).

The patientrs medical_ vul_nerabilities are clear as

their time in hospitar progresses and the discharge plan
must meet their need. The sociar worker, hov/ever, must pay

attention to the psychosociar need of the crient to prevent

a recurrence of medicar problems. A discharge plan may not
adequaLely address both unl-ess comprehensive, efficient
coordination is províded.
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cunningham (l-991-) addresses the differences between

crinical quality and service quality. crinicar quarity is
what accreditatíon standards measure, traditionalry defined
by health professionals and health care regulators. rt is
what patients assume will be derivered by the hospital and

its staff. service quarity is actualry patient-driven
quality. Terms like caring, communication, and concern are

used to describe this type of quality. Finarly, economic or
finance-driven quality takes into account the cost-
effectiveness of care. As an institution, and as a service,
we need to become increasingly cognizant of our patients,
satisfaction and evaruate our programs and interventions
accordingly.

Frorn the perspective of the institution, discharge
pranning is concerned with the desired level of utilizatíon
of beds and continuing patient turnover (Mcclelland, E.,
Kelly, K., Buckwalter, K., j-985). The ambj-guities in
definition of discharge pranning hinder the cl_arification of
the social work role and may hinder the process itserf. An

ecological approach relates discharge pranning as not only
interprofessional and cl_ient-centred but often
interorganizational. James (LgB7) rerates the effectiveness
of the process as relying on the interactions of its
different variables:
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rr the strength of discharge ptanning policy; the
point of access for planning; the patientrè state
and personal network; and the nature of the
treatment organization and its resource networkr.

The most frequently rnentioned assertion in the

lit,erature is that discharge planning at the point of
hospital admission is considered fundamental to the

effective delivery of care in an elderty population (Naylor,

1990; McCle1land et al, L9B5; Schrager, J. et âI, L97Bi

Boone et aI, l-981-). In fact, it has been said that quality
discharge pranning may prevent hospita] readmission because

forty to fifty percent of readmissions have been linked to
social problerns and lack of community services (Morrow-

Howell et aI , t991,) .

Qua1ity, integrated discharge planning serves to ensure

quality in health care deJ-ivery in a cost-efficient and

effective !ì/ay (O,Hare | 1992) . While the process itself
receives much attention by many professional and health care

provider groups, there is tittle research and exprication of
the component parts of the process. The art and science of
the sociar work profession crash leaving what we do wanting

in terms of specific activities that can be evaluated and

measured at times and discharge pranning woul-d appear to be

in this situation. Using literature available, one can

begin to structure a model for discharge planning that may

allow for more in-depth evaluation.

Discharge Pl-anninq Process
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Discharge pranning shouJ-d begin at the time of hospital
admission" The hospitalized erderly must adapt to a strange
routine, rrloss of privacy, uncomfortabl_e procedures, and

often radical al-terations in role and self-imager (Nay1or,

1-990). This may be superimposed on grief because of a

recent ross, fear of loss of independence or death and

possible failure of previous coping strategies. Because of
the disequiribriurn imposed, there inay be an inability on the
part of the erder and even their famiry to make future
plans. There may be difficurty understanding and retaining
information throughout the hospitarization resurting in a

lack of understandj-ng about the ilrness, âny subsequent

dÍsabilities and perhaps fear and stasis inadvertently
resulting in a loss of autonomy for the patient.

Research (Johnson and Fethke, i-985) has found that
several variables are important in predicting post discharge
outcomes for the hospitalized elderly:
a. Health professionals' assessment of the elderrs hearth

status.

b. Elders' inability to maintain responsibility for their
own health due to functionar deficits, mentar deficits,
and emotional deficits (poor self-esteem).

c. The use of community supports prior to admission.

d. Erders' or,rrn assessment of their general heal-th (those
who perceived their own hearth as good or excerlent hadbetter heal-th outcomes post discharge.

e. Presence of family and other social supports for
discharge.
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Referrals to social workers for discharge planning may

come from a variety of sources. These inctude: case-finding
during discharge planning rounds (O'Hare, L992), direct
referral frorn medical or nursing staff (ciott.i and watt,
L989), referral from the patient and family themserves and

contacts with community agencies and helpers involved r^¡ith

the patient or family.

Díamond and Jansen-santos (l-989) categorized the five
major areas of work in discharge planning.

a. Screeninçr - Use of a high risk indicator screening

checkrist is advocated to ensure invol-vement of the social
work department at the earliest possible time, even prior to
adrnission if this is necessary. Hartigan (L987:31-) has

stated, rrThere is no singre, universatry appticable formul-a

for determining which patients wirr benefit most frorn

discharge planning...assessment of discharge needs is
requiredrr. A screening checklist shoul-d not be viewed as

taking the place of a careful psychosocial assessment

however.

b. Assessment - A well-written clinical assessment should be

undertaken during direct contact with the patient and farniry
by the social worker. This serves as a guide to other
health professionals during their work with the patient and

allows for continuity between various team members. The

initiar interview will often give direction to the remaj_nder

of the intervention needed.
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The interview should cover:

i" general background information on patients: sociar,
emotionar, demographi-c, financiar, and support networks

available.

ii" anticipated needs of the patient at the time of
discharge (physical, f J-nancial, emotional-, social) .

iii. abitity of the patient and family to meet these needs

and cope with the stress ilrness and hospitalization
will engender.

iv. available support and. resources.

v. the expectations and wishes of the patient and family
regarding discharge planning.

c. Pranning/rntervention - The sociar worker's rol_e during
this is murti-faceted. The trauma of irtness, change in
functional status and rore discrepancies often ericit ord

confricts and probrems in patients and their farnilies which

had been believed resolved or at least buried. rt is in the
context of discharge pJ-anning that many of these unresolved
matters emerge often manifested by disagreement with the
discharge pran or an inability or unwirl-ingness to support
the plan (Ciotti and V,Iatt, !989).

Involvement of various members of the patientrs
supportive network may be required. work on these issues is
done under an umbrella of time frame limits (imposed by

patient, family or the institution) with the concomitant
pressures of dwindl-ing community resources and significant
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institutionar demand for patient movement. The result of
rrblocked bedsrr within the acute care setting by patients for
whom appropriate al-ternative accommod.ation is lacking is a

restriction of access to acute care to others who may

require it (Lagoe and Decker, l-99i-). rnstitutionar pressure

regarding the importance of discharge pranning cannot be

overemphasized. Hov,rever, the generation of avail_able

hospital beds and an increasi-ng number of physicians

utirizing the service cannot reprace a more integrated
system of community care that addresses basic health care

issues (Rehr and Rosenberg, 1991).

d. Foll-ow-up

the transition from hospital to community based

resources brings the gaps in service to a glaring rearity.
Although referrals are made to community servj-ce, follow-
through on plans by both the patient/fanily and agency are

not always completed. Assessment of the rtsuccessil and.

rradequacyrr of the discharge plan are tenuous at best because

of the infancy of the state of research presentry in this
area. Lack of follow-up by the social work departments in
acute care settings leads to the operationalizíng of
successful discharge planning by measuring readmission rates
for example. The pitfarrs of using this measure have been

discussed well by various sources (lüertheimer and Kleinman,

L99Or' Nay]or,L990; Morrow-Howel-I et al t1,99I). Adequate
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evaruation of the success of discharge planning requires a

method that will measure murtiple outcomes simutaneousry.

Much work needs to be done in this area to determine the
success of current discharge planning workr âs werr as to
assess the impact on discharge planning of the offer of more

community services to decrease the cost of acute care to our

gfovernment and ultirnately to ourselves.

Patients and famil-ies have much to contend with during
hospitarization. once ilrness or injury have occurred and

hospital admission is accomplished, the patient must cope

with a ner¡r role - the sick role. This exempts the
individual from most of the demands and obrigations they

would normarly experience when not praced in this position.
ft should be differentiated from the ilpatient rolen.
Although the sick rol-e may or may not be transitory, the
patient rore from the point of view of the institution is
definitely to be seen as a transitional phase. (Blazyk and

Canavan, l-985) .

The patient rol_e is learned through socialization
within the institution. various informational aspects of
the irrness or injury are expected to be rearned: knowledge

given in the process of obtaining an informed consentr ân

understanding of therapies that may be undertaken, as werl
as what hospitalization means in terms of new behaviour.
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This is particularly true when seen in terms of cooperation
with staff and al-lowing a certain degree of personal

dependence on the expected good wirr of the ínstitution and

its employees.

Blazyk and canavan (i-985) have described three tasks
that patients and families face upon admission to the
hospitar. The first task of patients and their famities is
to come to an understanding of the impact of their illness.
Maintenance of the farniry systemrs integrity and adjustment
to their altered status is revised on an ongoing basis. The

family's reaction to the admission crisis can be an

important indicator of how they wilr manage the crisis of
discharge. This again points out the need for earJ-y social
work intervention into the system. The sociar worker who

has consistently seen the patient and family through various
steps of the hospitalization and proven themsel_ves

supportive can be a more effective agent of adaptation and

change than one who rrparachutesrr into the situation when

discharge is imrninent.

The second task of the hospitarization invorves the
negotiation of rore change on the individual and on the
family system as a whol-e. when the patientrs rores and

sense of identity are threatened because of Íl1ness, a

crisis of major proportions can ensue. Faniry systems

theory states that artered functioning in one farnily member

wilr require an accommodation on the parÈ of other farnily
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members" The homeostatic bal-ance is upset and other role
shifts are required.

The patientrs continuing role i-n the farnily can be

marked by the extreme cases of exclusion and

overinvolvement. rn the former, family members may maintain
minimal contact and can indicate an inability on their part
to come to terms with the patient/s conditíon, or the non-
productivity of the patient in the system. rn the latter,
one can see the family members who spend endress hours at
the bedside with all- famiry activity focused on that one

person. Famiry therapy literature is reprete with studies
surrounding the irnpact of change on the famiì_y. The medicar

sociar worker must be particularJ-y knowredgeable regarding
the irnpact on the family system of one member's ilrness,
sensitive to his/her point of entry and abre to work in a

goal directed fashion with patients and families to assist
in realistic adaptation.

Pranning for discharge is the third task for patients
and their farnil-ies and is where most sociar workers and

their colleagues in other hearth professions see the bulk of
their work. However, successful completion of thís aspect

of hospitalization is dependent on at least partial
conpletion of the other tasks as described above. Rearistic
goal setting invorves an understanding of what will be

needed in terms of fortow up care as werr as an av/areness of
change in family functioningr that witl be needed.
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The decision-making process required during discharge

planning can be enhanced by four conditions (McKeehan, K.,

Coulton, C. , 1985) :

a" adequate time feelings of panic can ensue when there

is insufficient time to make the decision. The

irnportance of beginning discharge planning on admission

is once again restated.

b" maintenance of hope cl-ients who believe any

alternative care plan in intolerable may retreat from

any involvement in decision rnaking and rely on others to
do this for them. The social worker needs to be alert
to this sense of powerlessness and work to alleviate it,.

c. social support facilitates healthy decision making. The

social worker's rol-e in advocating with family and

colleagues regarding the patient,s decision making

process is central- to the empo\Àrerment of the client.
d. freedom of choice - When the perception is that there is

no choice, clients may back av/ay from involvement in
decision making. It is important that there be some

freedom of choice for the client in order to reinforce
their stand for independence and personal competence.

Ski1lful use of referrals to and utilization of

appropriate community resources complete the process of

reintegration and adaptation. Referral for both concrete

and interpersonal services carries a symbolic meaning for
the patient and fanily that can be unappreciated by the
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sociar vrorker. These referrals can be significant factors
in addressing the social and emotional needs of the client
and they shourd be carried out carefurly with an awareness

of the need that they wil_l fulf iI.

Ethical Dilemmas in Discharge planning

The issue of whom this process of discharge planning is
for plagues those who critically reflect on the experience.

To whom does the social worker owe his/her primary

obrigation in its cornpì-etì-on? The patient, the faniry, the
institution that needs the bed for another patient perhaps

more acutery ilL, or to the society that arrocates scarce

resources in a way that is presumed to offer service as

equitably as possible? Economic reaLities, advancing

technorogies, dininishing resources all- contribute to
ethicar and value dilemmas for health care professionals.
sociar workers are particurarry cognizant of this conundrum

because of their place in the frow of service provj-sion.

They serve not one master but at reast three or four, all of
whom may offer competing interests.

It is interesting to note that with the amount of
materiar written about the importance and necessity of
informed consent (fuII knowledge) for research and

treatrnent, there is very littIe literature that discusses

the need for informed consent regarding discharge from

hospital (Barber, 1-9BO). t'Although the patient has the
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right to complete information and explanation concerning the
needs for and alternatives to such a transfer, he or she has

no right to refuse discharge from the hospital" (Abramson,

1-981- 237) .

The individual's right to make his or her own decisions
regarding issues that affect hirn/her and to do so without
coercion is one of the pilrars in our democracy. our desire
to protect such rights sa\^r our country derineate these in
the charter of Rights and Freedoms. The self-determination
of the crient has al-so been a basic value of the social work

profession - the NASW code of ethics states that the sociar
worker should make every effort to nourj-sh self-
determination on the part of clients.

An insightfur articre by Margaret Rhodes (Lggz) spurs

the profession on to look at our ethical- boundaries with our
client,s, our corleagues and the issue of sociar justice in
general" she traces our movement as a profession from

attitudes of paternalism to client autonomy and worker

stance of nonjudgementaJ- acceptance or neutrality. As a
nultiplicity of theoretical- stances and techniques present

themselves, so do a variety of assumptions about the place

of ethics in our everyday workplace. Differences between

workers over differing interpretations of work with clients
begs open discussion and critical thought based on the
profession's ethicat val-ues.
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Particularly important in the discharge planning
process is the obvious way in which a bureaucratic structure
can dehumanize the work and negate human service goals

through the aspects of specialization, paper\rùork abundance

and language" she encourages us to rethink our commitment

to sociar justice and our concepts of client empov/erment.

Our creativity needs to be stretched and she says, our

approach to problems needs to be more explicit in its
poritical base. Professional- speciarization may have led us

down a path that takes us in a direction differing from the
profession/s original politÍcal agenda.

The medical social_ worker dealing with discharge
planning with the erderly client suffers burnout in part
because of rrthe moral pain of not being able to do more and

of living with irnpossibre compromises. üte feer worn down

and worn away from our goaJ-sr (Rhodes, L992:p.45).

Expanding our vision in discharge planning coul-d empower the
profession to fulfil its mandate of improving the broader

social context in which we aII must share.

Discharge pranning must entail consideration not only
of the medicar needs of the patient, but al-so recognize the
psychosocial aspects rel_ated to hospitalization.
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Chapter Four

DESCRTPTTON OF THE STUDY

Context of the Study

The placement for the practicum ü/as at Concordia

Hospital, the investigator's place of employrnent. severar

advantages were seen to utilÍzínq patients of concordia

Hospital for the purpose of practicum interviews:
a. there is a significant el-derly population that enters

Concordia Hospital for treatment. procurement of
clients was thought to be simple.

b. The hospitar is a smarr, community based institution and

so the abirity to sort through discharge notifications
would be less complicated than at a larger institution.

c. As a smaller hospital with a rarge number of beds being

blocked by long term care patients, concordia Hospital
serves as a microcosm of a larger, systemic crisis
coming to surface in Manitoba,s health care system. The

need for active and demonstrably quality, cost-effective
discharge planning is acute here.

The Concordia Hospital was founded in Ig2B and

incorporated in l-931- as the Mennonite HospitaJ- society
concordia, as an rrexpression of compassion and concern for
the Mennonite brotherhood and the community at large.rl
(concordia Hospital Mission statement, l-990). rt endeavors

to provide quality care to its patients in both a scientific
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and professionar rearm respecting human life and the dignity
of the individual.

The Concordia Hospital is a l_36 bed acute care

community hospitar located on the corner of Molson and

concordia Avenue. The hospital serves the northeast
quadrant of the city which has a current popuration of over

110,000 and is projected to increase to L27,ooo by 1996.

rncluding the rural municiparities of East st. paul and

springfierd which also farr within the hospitarrs catchment

area, the population is expected to rise to over i-4orooo.

Patients from other residentiar locations are also
serviced if they are under the care of a member of the
concordia Hospital Medicar staff or if they present in our

emergency department. Because of the l_imited size and scope

of resources at our facitity, certain patient needs dictate
a referral to tertiary care centres:

1. cardiovascul-ar surgery

2. cardiothoracic surgery

3. neuro or neurovascular surgery

4. burn treatment

5" obstetrical services

6. pediatric services

7 " dialysis
8. ophthalrnogic surgery

9. some orthopedic procedures (eg. total hip replacement)

10. psychiatric services
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Government approvar was given for a 60 bed expansion in
1990 and construction began in 1"99L. This expansion of the
facility in now awaiting final indication from the Manitoba

government regarding how these 60 beds are to be utilized.
This growth in both the sj-ze and service scope of concordia

Hospital brings an increasing responsibility to the social
work department. we need to acknowledge our professional_

responsibility to both our cl-ients and our employer in the
area of information generatj-on that wilr aid in appropriate
program development and advocacy for cl-ients with regards to
provision of appropriate service.

At the present time, there are j_.1_ social work

positions within the hospital- and L.4 Home care positions
which are handled by voN nurses on contract to the hospital.
The position of a Bed utilization coordinator is in the
pranning stages and it, is hoped that the rinkage between

these three positions can be productive in providing an even

higher quarity of service to both the constituents and the
hospital itself.

Procedure Utilized in the Study

rnterviews with twenty cl-ients sixty-five years of age

or older were undertaken. preliminary intervj-e\4/s were

carried out from August to November 1,ggr. Actual study

interviev/s r¡rere done from December i-99i- to May Lggz. These

clients had been admitted to concordia Hospital for a
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variety of medicar and surgical- reasons which wirl be

discussed later in the resurts as well as erucidated in the
appendices following the report. Each of these clients rlrere

intervj-ewed upon discharge or fol-l-owing discharge by the
writer" Various family support persons v/ere also
int,erviewed if they agreed to the request. rnterestingly,
approximately half of the crients interviewed had no fanily
support persons that coul-d be contacted. A semi-structured
interview format was forrowed with emphasis on having
clients reminisce about their attitudes towards hearth and

irl-ness as they aged and how these v/ere affected by the
context of their lives (eg. personaJ- crises, sociological
crises or upheaval) as werl- as their impressions of the
evorving state of health care provision in canada.

Particular impressions of the discharge pl-anning process,

namely information giving, \,\rere el_icited.
crients were also asked to compÌete a Health scale for

the Aged ( Rosow, f . and BresJ-au, N., cited by Stahl in
Mangen and Peterson [eds. ], i-994). A self-Evaluation of
Health question was asked as a varidation effort with
regards to the more functional- questioning of Rosow and

Breslauts instrument.

clients r¡/ere selected in a random fashion based on

their meeting the criteria for the study and their
willingness to participate. Approxirnately thirty r¡/ere

referred to the writer for incrusion in this project for a
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variety of reasons and by a number of health care

professionals within the hospital. Some expressed an

interest in inclusion, others were noted by co-professional

groups as having an expressed opinion on study topics that
they felt would interest the worker (even if this opinion

ï¡as perceived as negativeì-y reflecting on the in-hospital
process) " There \¡rere some inclusion/exclusion criteria in
place regarding qualification for study inclusion. These

were:

1" Clients must have been mentally alert and able to give

an informed consent to their participation.
2. They must be abl-e to speak and read English.

3. They must be sixty-five years of age or ol-der.

4" Prior to their admission, clients should not be residing

in an institutional care facility such as a personal

care home, although clients from guest home facilities
would have been considered.

5. Clients were from the immediate catchment area of

Concordia HospitaJ- (East and North Kildonan, Elmwood,

Transcona, East St. Paul). Two clients from out of town

(Brandon, Sv/an River) v/ere interviewed while

recuperating post surgery in facilities or homes that
hrere in the catchment area.

Ten clients were deselected because of the

investigators questioning of their ability to give an

informed consent, their hesitancy at undertaking the project
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once given a ful-t explanation or because of the additional
emotionar burden such an exercise would prace upon them.

The issue of gaining informed consent was pertininent
to both the substance and the research rigor of the
experience and was crosely examined with each crient
interviewed" rt has been postulated that an informed

consent in research suffers from a lack of a\¡/areness of the
complex steps involved in reaching such a decision for the
subject in question. rt usualry does not take into account

the extent to which cognitive and other deficits may impact

on the degree of rrinformedil consent (Stantey, 1,9gL¡

Apprebaum and Roth, 1-981-¡ Tymchuk and ousrander, L99o).

Cassileth et aI (l-9gO) found that in a group of non-

psychiatric patients, sixty percent understood the nature
and purpose of procedures, and fifty-five percent knew one

potential najor complication or risk.
The single methodology usuaJ_ly relied on in the

research process invol-ves the presentation of information to
the client in a document that is usual]-y read by and to them

with explanations given as required. rf the crient agrees

they are then requested to sign indicating their agreement

with participation in the project.
Tymchuk and ousl-ander (i-990 2246) protest against the

view by some researchers that consent is only rttangentialrt

to the project or treatment itsel-f. They say that:
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rrGiven the increased importance that is being
placed upon the individualrs right to make
decisions for himself or hersel-f , and the
importance of the individualrs understanding of
and participation in his or her health care to
cornpliance and outcome of treatment, the process
of informed consent shoul-d be viewed as critical
in and of itself. "

Consent is an essential part of demonstrating a respect

for the autonorny and self-determination of a subject in a

exercise that is fraught with inequities and issues of power

and control. The process Tymchuk and Ouslander (j-990)

suggest for obtaining informed consent was util-ized during

the practicum and added to the quaJ-ity of the responses

given because crients understood the types of information

desired and at times hrere abl-e to rephrase the question to
the investigator in a format that indicated comprehension of
research direction. The process involved:

a. assessment of physical capacity to participate,
especially vision and hearing.

b. assessment of mental capacity to understand the nature

of the consent. If there was a concern several repeated

trials were given with client response to ensure

adequate capacity.

c. The leve1 of schooling was asked in order to match the

explanation to the individual. In a study with 1-23

elderly patients of a long term care facility, the

average reading comprehension grade attained on testing
was five (Tymchuk et â1., 1-986) . The language of

consent therefore needed to be presented in a simple,
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straightforward manner that l-eft no d.oubt in the minds

of the participants as to what they v/ere undertaking"
d" rnformation was presented to the cr-ient both in written

as well as verbal format. Their comprehension was

assessed by asking them to relay back to the
investigator their understanding of what had been said.
rf there was some difficurty as mentioned before repeat
trials $/ere given. The comprehension was then

reassessed and consent once again obtained.

Study Methodology

The basis of the method used in the design of the
practicum has been posturated by Glaser and strauss (l-9go).

The constant comparative method that is discussed by them

allowed for a flexible yet structured framework for data
collection. This will al_low for the generation of a

hypothesis that will encourage testing of its precepts in a

more quantitative v/ay.

The advantages to this method v/ere particularly
relevant to my preferences in fulfilring the practicum

requirements. rt lent itserf werl to a semi-structured
interview format and faciritated creative generalization of
known theories regarding issues of aging and illness. rn
turn, it also will all-ow other professionals to work and

expand on components of the content seen as valid.
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Graser and strauss also note that this nrethod allows
for many hypotheses to be synthesized. at varying revels of
generality. rt incorporates constant evaluation, generation
and integration of theory while stirr allowing for personal

contact and spontaneous input from crients who are not
required to ttfitrr their i-deas into a concept defined by

another person.

The method of Ínvestigation was a qualitative strategy
utirizing naturaristic inquiry of the crients (patton,
L987,, several quantitative measures used to invite further
discussion with crients and a content analysis of major

themes expressed by all participants. The structure of the
interview format was developed over a space of three months

in interviews with crients both within and outside of the
hospital setting" euestions rdere pretested and rny elderly
rrexpertsrr offered suggestions as to how a question could be

more clearly asked, how the interview courd be managed so

as to elicit the maximum amount of information that courd be

greaned. This process graduarry increased the validity of
the interview format as the content of the answers became

consistently rerated to the issue being inquired about.

Patton (1"987) discusses the dil-emna of maintaining

focus and estabrishing priorities at the begÍnning of an

endeavour such as this practicum. This was indeed difficult
and required several attempts to structure the interview
format in a way that gathered pertinent data while
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const,antly delineating for the investigator the areas to
remain focused on. understanding the needs and capacities
of both client,s and their systems is an increasingry complex

task. rt is rnurti-Ìayered and is a seemj-ngry unending

search for a more cornplete understanding.

rnterviewing as a rnethod of data collection proved to
be a task call-ing for disciprine, creativity, sensitivity,
concentration, skill and interpersonar understanding. lrlhen

these traits hlere not consciously util-ized information flow
rnlas stirted. The interview in such an instance was as a
statery house that held no furnishings, it had form but no

real substance. views were elicited, but lacked the
richness of corour, of hue which added a quality to the
results which offered as much meaning as the form of the
ansv/er itself. The practicum offered yet another

opportunity to refine skills and emphasize the importance of
active participation in our work with clients. patton

(L987:108) quotes Zeno of Citiun in 3OO B.C. saying: rThe

reason why we have two ears and onry one mouth is that we

may listen the more and talk the less.'l
The interview provided a unique opportunity for the

investígator to rrenter into the other personrs perspectiverl
(Patton 1,987:109) and attempted to alrow the reveration of
feelings, history and emerging opinion within a context of
knowing defined by the crient and not by the investigator.
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Clients rÁ/ere contacted by the investigator either
shortly before discharge or at home foltowing their hospital
stay and asked if they woul-d be interested in participating
in the study. Appointments $/ere then made for the interview
and administration of the Health Scale for the Aged.

The maximum amount of time that passed between

discharge and interviewing was 8 days. Most cl-ients vrere

contacted and seen on the average three days after
discharge. rnterviews h/ere recorded with the permission of
the crients, some decl-ined this and so extensive note taking
became necessary.

Rosow and Breslaurs (1,966) Hea1th Scale for the Aged,

as cited by stahl in Mangen (l-984), hras administered prior
to the actuar interview. rt served to add structure to the
initial part of the interview, rerieve the initiar st.ress

that was felt by most respondents and also provided a more

quantitative mirror to the information provided as the

intervier^r progressed. rt is a six item scar-e that was

devised to measure functional heal-th. The series of items

asked are assessments of the respondent's perception of his
or her ability to perform various physical and social
activities that, coul-d be impaired by health related
problems.
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The items on this scale h/ere derÍved from a larger
series of twenty five items through Guttman analysis.
scoring norms can be found in Appendix A. A coefficient of
reproducibility of .9i- is cited by the authors.

crients were also asked to evaruate their health when

they v/ere younger (in their 40,s) and their health on the
day of the interview. This single item instrument has been

documented as the serf Evaruation of Hearth (shanas et. af,
as cited by stahl, L9B4). The authors distinguish between
I'subjectiverr (se1f-perceived) and "objectiveil (physician
perceived) hearth. The instrument measured the globar self-
perceived health status of the individual and asks, ilFor

someone your âge, do you consider your health to be

excellent, good, fair or poor?rl

The single item indicator has been used with both a

three response set and a four response set. The texcellentrl

category is dropped if desired. shanas and. associates did
not document any tests of varidity but other researchers

have tested this indicator or a sirnitar measure for
convergence with physician's assessments of the health of
the respondents. The work done by shanas et al. (as cited
by Stahl I A984) | demonstrated the effectiveness of the
instrument in differentiating between ambulatory and

mobility restricted clientel-e, between respondents with and

without sensory impairments and between persons reporting
various levels of incapacity.
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stahr (l-984:1-02) states that since the indicator is so

g]oba1, it is unclear v¡hether it was initialry deveroped by

Shanas and associates" Their work however does document its
effectiveness - hence the reference.

The indicator is quickry administered, straightforward
and seems to be predictive of other hearth related social
behaviours (stahJ. and Gardner, tg76). rt i_s generally
regarded as among the best single-item indicators available
for measuring the health of the elderly. Norms as

det,ermined by shanas in a cross-national- study J_ooking at
the socÍaI lives of the elderry with health status as one

component can be found in Appendix B.

The average length of interviev/s \^ras 90 minutes. Test

interviews had been considerably shorter, but the
investigator's focus had been on devel-oping an effective
interview structure with l-ess emphasis being placed on

actual content and exproration further to this. once furl
attention v/as abre to be paid to the content of the clientrs
anshrers, the length of time necessary to adequately inquire
into responses increased.

All clients \Árere asked to sign a consent form prior to
participating in the study (Appendix c). The form was read
to them verbally prior to signing with appropriate
explanations given regarding the confidentiality of
information given and the choice of participation or non-
participation.
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Arr clients \¡/ere identified by code letter (see crient
profiles in Appendix D) , âs were famiry members who ag'reed

to participate" The following pieces of information were

also noted:

1. gender

2" age

3. discharge diagnosis

4 " length of hospital stay (LoS)

5. $Iere they seen by a social worker in the hospital?
6. I{ere they seen by the Home care nurse in the hospitar?
7. Living arrangements

8 - I.ias their presiding physician in the hospital their
primary physician in the community prior to admission?

9. If the anshrer Eo #B v/as no, what was the reason?

Immediately following the ínterview tapes v/ere

transcrÍbed, observations about the process recorded and

coded so that valuable information and impressJ-ons would not
be lost through the progression of tj-me. patton (rg}7:1_40)

ernphasizes that this period needs to be seen as a time for
ttquality controlrr to ensure that information and

observations are useful, reliable and valid.
The interviews v/ere first divided into segments sharing

a conmon issue that was discussed. The responses hrere then
organized using a content analysis to show a range of
responses, look for trends, similarities and dífferences.
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Chapter Five

Results of Interviews

Respondent's Insights

rnterviehrs r¡/ere conducted with 20 patients and seven

fanily members of some of those patients. The family
members íncluded three spouses (a11 wives), one son, two

daughters and one nephew. They ranged in age from their
early thirties to age ninety one.

The population breakdown can be found in Table l_.

Eleven men and nine women were interviewed. Their ages

ranged from síxty-five to ninety-nine; the average age was

78.2 years. Nine of these patients lived alone, eleven

Iived with a family member who provided some form of
practical support to the client. Fourteen of the clients
had been seen by either the social worker, the home care

nurse or both during their hospital admission.

Their length of stay ranqed from three to sixty-seven

days hrith an average being 23.o5 days. Their diagnoses v¡ere

varied but courd either be categorized as cardiovascular in
nature (eg. myocardial infarction, cerebraÌ vascular

accident, congestive heart fairure) or primarily surgical in
nature - gastrointestinal bleeding, gaII bladder

investigations, urinary tract surgeries, or bowel surgeries
for obstructions. Three patients had diagnoses that
included a form of cancer. To a minor extent, there were
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al-so diagnoses of alcohor abuse, fractures of the hip and

v¡rists and one case of spinal stenosis and esophagitis.

Their diagnoses have been summarized in Table 2.

Table 1

Demographic Profiles Of Study Group

M/F AGE LENGTH SW HC ALONE FP FNP
OF STAY

SW = Seen by Social Work during stay
HC : Seen by Home Care during stay
A = Lives Alone
FP : Lives with family who are primary caregivers
FNP : Lives with family who are not pr¡mary caregivers

F 70 19 Y N N N

F 76 27 Y Y N Y N
F B5 21 N N

F 95 35 Y N N
F Õz 28 Y N N

F 77 4 Y N N
F 85 32 N Y N N
F 82 J¿ Y N N

F 73 z\) Y Y N N
M 82 ot N N

M 72 50 N N
M .71 15 N N

M 75 Y N N N
M 65 10 N N N N

M 73 27 N N N N
M oo 20 Y N Y N
M 74 E N N N Y N

M 70 10 N Y N N

M 91 25 N N

M 67 .) N N N N
11M : 9F 78.2 23.0s 14 14 11 o
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Tab1e 2

Summarv of Client Diaqnoses

Client Code Diagnosis

A Gastro-intestinat bleed

B Left inguinal hernia repair,
Right carpal tunnel repair

C Congestive heart failure
D Colles, fracture,

Congestive heart failure
E Cerebral_ Vascular Accident,

Myocardial Infarction
F' Cholecystectomy
G Myocardial Infarction
H Cancer of bJ_adder,

Myocardial Infarction
I Fal-l-
J TURP (urinary proceedure)
K Myocardial Infarcti_on, pneumonia,

Respiratory failure
L Fractured hip
M Cholelithiasis
N TURP

O Exploration of common bile duct
P Fractured femur, Moorers Repair
A Large bowel- obstruction
R Parkinsonism, Alcoho1 Abuse
S Myocardial fnfarction, Cardiogenic Shock
T Spinal stenosis, esophagitis
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Thirteen of the twenty were attended by their farnily
physician in hospital v¡ith some contact from other
specialists. of the other seven, three attended a physician
who had admitting privileges to another hospital, three did
not have a primary care physician in the community and one
attended a clinic where the physician did not have
prívÍleges at any hospital-.

Arthough arl clients interviewed were unique in their
ol¡rn way, a grimpse into the profj-res of several of them may
assist the reader in understanding the wide variety of
situations and concerns they presented.

Mr. F. is a 74 year old man who was in hospital for
five days with a chol-ecystectomy. He rives with his 73 year
oId spouse who is nearry blind and forgetfur at times.
Prior to retirement, he v/as a handyman and mechanic. Mr. F.
is stitr very proud of his ability to 'rf ix nearly anythingrt.

The coupre continue to rive in their own home where
they have been for the past thirty prus years. There are
four children, all of whom rive out of province with the
exception of a daughter who farms on the Manitoba-
saskatche\^ran border. He was previously independent and
wanted no home care on discharge from hospitar. At home, he
remains quite active, plays in a swing band that perforrns
publicly at l-east twice a month. Mrs. F. requires
assistance with ar1 househol-d tasks and some personal
hygiene tasks because of her poor vision.

Mrs. c. is a 77 year ord rady in hospitar for four days
after suffering a myocardiar infarction (Mr). she was
widowed five weeks prior to suffering the Mr. Mr. G. died
at home from a similar cause - the coupre had been married
approximately sixty years. she has conti-nued to live in
their own srnall two bedroom bungar-ow in an area where
neighbours have l-ived together as a group for some forty
years or more. They are al-l- about her age. Her only child
died in infancy in pol-and and she reries on a nephew to
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maintain her yardwork and a ninety year ord brother-in-law
and his wife to provide social support.

Mr. o. is a 71- year ord man in hospital for fifteen
days with exploratory surgery on his gal_I bl_adder.
Previously a switchman with the railwây, he retired early
because of problems with asthma. He lives with his wife in
their own home in North Kildonan where they have been for
the past thirty-one years. Three grov/n chirdren living out
of province visit once or twice a year.

Both Mr. and Mrs. O have had long histories of
depression and anxiety. He was diagnosed with multipre
screrosís about five years ago. There was a significant
history of contact with both the psychiatric and respiratory
services of Deer Lodge centre when it was utirized strictly
for veterans. since its sal-e to the province of Manitoba he
no longer feers as comfortabre attending there and utilizes
community resources instead. He percei-ves access to
psychiatric supports especiarly as being difficult now and.
neither reliable or helpfuJ- to him presently.

The reader is referred to Appendix D for further
profiles of crients who participated in intervi-ews.

Se1f-Assessments of Health
Eighteen of the patients (and their farniri-es) rated

their heal-th as being excell-ent or good when they v/ere
younger (generally operationarized as when they were in
their forties). only two patients characterized their
health as being only fair when they hrere younger. Twelve
felt that their generar state of hearth had been better, in
fact, than many of their friends at that time.

Four cl-ients stated that they never rearry had time to
be sick, they continued working even when feering ilI
because of fÍnancial- needs and perceived threats to their
job security. Five clients commented that they rarely if
ever had been to a doctor prj-or to entering into their
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fifties and sixties - Mrs. D. (eighty-two years o1d)
commented that she rarely saw a doctor until after she
retired.

rr I never really wanted to see one (a doctor)
until I started feeling sj_ck a couple of years
âgo, then I had to go. fn the old country
(Gerrnany) and in South America there was no money
to pay and we never knew what they might do toyou. They didnrt have aII the fancy tests and
machines that they have nor¡/, and t ãlways wondered
if they r¡rould realJ-y know what was hrrong anlrwaytt.

rnterestingly enough, there \4¡ere many comments arruding
to an increased emphasis on health ilprotectionn as a

lifestyle choice. Many said that they never worried about

their health t ot the effect of their lifestyre on their
hearth. changes in J-ifestyle were not implemented until
some had real-ized the onset of some chronic i_rlnesses that
they would live v¡ith the rest of their l-ives. Two mentioned

that they had stopped smoking in their late forties in a

move to improve their hearth. one man rel-ated giving up a

ten year drinking habit that had begun to affect his
relationships with his famiry. The change in lifestyre
happened at age fifty-seven - he is now seventy five.

Mrs. E., an eighty five year old rady hospitalized for
a cerebral vascular accident and a myocardial infarction has

been widowed for five years. Her tears and anxiety were

obvious, but the arnbivalence about effecting changes in
lifestyle and accommodation paralysed her abirity to rnodify

her current situation. This of course only served to
increase her anxiety and intrapersonal pain. she said:
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rrI never really thought about being sick
because I knew my husband would be there to take
care of me. ft is so frightening to think about
being alone...what if something ñappened to
me...Irm scared of dying a1one. My son has his
ohrn farnily, they need him too...he canrt be here
hrith me all- the tine...It seems 1ike atl f do isttorry and try not to think about how sick I am.rl

The changes that respondents did discuss making v¡ere

such things as dietary restrictions, undertaking some form

of exercise to increase their strength and maintain better
cardiac hearth. The exercise ranged from walking for post-
Mr patients to using a smalr bicycle of a sort (Restorator).
The crient was not sure what the restorator did except to
rrkeep rny blood movingrr! Reports of increased contact with
the physician as well as on-going contact with some

community health maintenance program !üere also mentioned.

These ranged from voN visits to do heatth checks and set up

medications to folJ-ow-up in a day program or clinic of some

type.

Their assessments of their self health the day of
interview seemed to be primari]-y based on their lever of
comfort in carrying out functional tasks. These hrere often
defined by the cl-ients at a very basic level- ability to
wark independentry, abitity to toil-et onesel-f and perform

minimal personar care (wash and dress self). All of the
order cohorts v/ere repeatedly thankful to be in possession

of their mental facurties. several expressed pity for
roommates or other patients they had seen at the hospital
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who were very confused and showed behaviours rerated to
their severe dementias.

Three patients rated their health presentry as being
excellent, seven rated their heal-th as being good. seven

fert that they nere in only in fair health but two of those
expected it to be temporary - expressing the hope that they
would recover to their former revet of functioning. Three
rated their health as being poor.

Rosov¡'s Health scale for the Aged (as cited in stahr,
1984) , is presented with my results in Tabre 3. This survey
yierded interesting outcomes in terms of the number of
clients reporting increasing diffÍculty with various
activities requiring functional adeptness and energy. The

decreased socj-al interaction and experience within their
communíty may have accounted for the fifty per cent response
to having no difficulty in visiting friends, attending
church or a movie for exampre. one could speculate that if
there is no opportunity for these things, they rnay not be

perceived as a problem. Their responses indicating an

increasing number showing difficul_ties in more strenuous
activities may give partiar reason for their varying revers
of sociar isol-ation. The extent to which an el-der may be

isolated socialIy, the maintenance of close physical
proxinity to their comrnunity and the degree to which their
sociar contacts come to them arl rnay have affected their
responses to the Health Scal_e for the Aged.
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several clients spoke of their appreciation for living
in an area where they knew and socialized with many of their
neighbors. Miss c. had l-ived in her present home since she

was born and had a wide circle of social contacts in the
area who dropped in to visit her. Mr. F. and his wife have
lived in their home for thirty plus years and both noted the
ready assistance of friends in the area when help no matter
how minor or extensi-ve, would be requested. Mrs. G.

preferred the peace and security of her own home and the
care of her neighbors to the isol-ation of the hospitar.
Mrs. L. had lived in her home for some thirty years with the
same neighbors beside her and across the back rane for much

of the time. Their mutual observation of each other and

frequent rrcheck-inst gave ar1 great security and feelings of
independence yet not requirinq the expending of a great deal
of energy to visit.
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TABLE 3

Hea1th Scal_e for the Aged

Question: which of these things are you stilr healthy enough
to do without hetp?

L" Go out to a rnovie, to church
or a meeting, or to visit friends?

2 " $Ialk up and down stairs to the
second fl-oor?

Response

Yes : l-0 No = 1_0

Yes=9 No : l-l-

Yes:5 No = l-5

Yes:4 No:16

Responses

4

5

t- 1-

Yes:13 No:7

3 " Vtalk half a mile (about eight
ordinary blocks) ?

4" Heavy work around the house, l-ike
shovelling snov/, or washing waIIs?

5. Which of these statements fits positive
you best: (choice of three)
i) I am not limited in any of my activities.
ii) f have to limit some of the-work

or other things I do.
iii) I cannot work (keep house) at all

now because of my health.

6. Is there any physical condition, illness
or health problem that bothers you now?

Bandura considers perceived serf-efficacy as one of the
most' criticar components of self-refl-ective thought:

rrperceived self-efficacy is defined as peopì_e/s
judgements of their capabilities to orgániãe and
execute courses of action required to attain
designated types of performances. It is
concerned not with the skill_s one has but withjudgenents of what one can do with whatever
skills one possessesil (Bandura, Lgg6:391-).
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Holden (L991-) agreed with other researchers (OrLeary,

l-985; Strecher, DeVel-lis, Becker, and Rosenstock, j_996) that
perceived serf-efficacy exhibited a positj-ve relationship
with subsequent heal-th outcomes. He does caution that this
particular variable needs to be placed in a larger framework

in order to adequately exprain hearth related outcomes.

simons and ülest (1984/Bs) have chosen to contradict the
positive role of self-efficacy as a coping resource with
seniors. They specurate that during periods of intensive
life change, the lever of perceived self-efficacy may serve

to render the elder dsyfunctional-. Many, if not most of
their major life events are uncontrol_l_ab1e and/or

unavoidable. The authors suggest that unreal-istic and

frustrating attempts to master the situation may ensue. on

the other hand, those with a row revel of self-efficacy
night be more predisposed toward coping strategies that
involve acceptance of one's situation. The crients in this
study certainly did not demonstrate this view. Those with
hígh levels of perceived self-efficacy showed rnuch

rnotivation to give up the sick role whire those with l-ower

levels of self-efficacy tended to be accepting of their sick
rol-e position. clients with multipre medical diagnoses who

objectively shoul-d have assumed the sick role often
perceived themselves as healthier than some of the

respondents who were l-ess encumbered with chronic medical

diagnoses 
"
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crients in rny practicum who viewed their health novr as

fair or poor consistentry felt unabre to do any work (ie.
housework, activities to maintain their existence outside of
the institutional care setting). Mrs. G, a feisty, frail
looking petite Polish lady stated that she was unabre to do

any work now after a myocardial- infarction, but ,that j_s

only temporary" rn a few weeks, my heart be better, then r
do some work again. That will- be good for me, let me do

something other than think about my troubl-esr. she had

reluctantly agreed to follow her doctorrs advice and not do

any housework or strenuous activity for three weeks after
being discharged. Arthough the physician tried to persuade

her to remain in hospital for a few days ronqer, at the four
day mark, she demanded her discharge saying that she wourd

prefer to sit at home.

Family support was important in assisting this lady to
rernain at home. she fert more comfortable in her own home

with faniliar friends and neighbours around and regularly
checking on her. The socíal support network took over

provision of rneals, housekeepi-ng and yardwork with her
perrnission acknowredging that she wourd soon gradualry begin

taking over these tasks again herself. Most importantry,
she expected herself to be ready to do these again within a

short tine frame.

A significant rnajority of respondents expressed rittle
concern or v/orry over their future heal-th or even their
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hearth as it was on the day of interview. They expressed

views of religious assurance, fatalistic thinking or of a

feeling that they had lived a fulÌ rife, rdere content and

ready to die. Most appeared to be real-istic in their prans,

but for a few patients for whom the inevitability of
physical decline woul-d be fairly imminent, there was an

obvious denial of this ín their method of preparation. This

may have been due to ignorance of the srow methodicar nature
of the long term care system. KuJ-ys (t-993) interviewed a

group of el-der1y people to determine to what extent they

anticipated, planned for and were prepared to deal with
predictable future crj-ses in their living arrangements,

finances and health. Most of the study group had not made

arrangements to cope with crises. one wonders however, if
an expectation that one should anticipate and plan for a

future crisis is not an expressi-on of some possible latent
ageist bias. This expectation wourd hardly be demanded to
this extent in a younger age group either.

Satisfaction with Hospital Care

Most patients expressed a high l-ever of satisfaction
with their care by alt disciplines in the hospitar. Food

hras a common complaint among some of the younger male

patients (too cold, too little variety, not enough on the

tray etc) while the work of the physiotherapist was often
good-naturedly moaned about. Mr. T. qroaned that she
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rrforgets that I am not as youngi as I used to ben (he is now

seventy) but in the next breath attributed his recovery to
her persistence and expectation that he could always do

more. This Ieve1 of satísfaction is borne out in the

literature - most studies have found that elderly patients
are more Iikely to indicate that they are very satisfied
with their hearth care than their younger counterparts (Linn

and Greenfield, 5., L9g2) " In fact, Hsieh and Kagle (L991)

suggest that it is unrikery that they receive better health
care as a group. fnstead it, is more J_ikely that their
satisfaction is due to expectations which differ from those

of younger cohorts and to having their positive expectations

fulfilled.

Breemhaar et ar (l-990) has added an additional set of
variables to the dilemna of understanding client
satisfaction in the hospitar setting. previ-ous experience

in hospital, demographic factors, Iocus of control and

patient education courd all be added into the equatl-on.

Ãccess to fnformation on personal Healt,h

Mr. K., a seventy three year o1d man in hospital for 27

days after suffering a myocardial- infarction and respiratory
failure, felt that adequate information was given him, but
he felt that rrthe need for more tests never stopped. f
never really understood what it was he was looking for. . . it
never made much sense realIy because r was feeling better, r
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knew r was going to make it backrr. . .rrThe nurses v/ere good at
ansrn¡ering ny questions, but then r never really knew what to
askr¡ "

Mr. M., a seventy five year old man in hospit,al with
chorelithiasis fert that he 'rnever was given a straight
anshrer" ".each doctor seerned to give me a different
opinion...they all wanted a decision, but how was r supposed

to give one when they couldn,t seem to make up their minds

themservesrr. once again however, the nursing staff rherped

me understand what the doctors hrere trying to sây, but they
couldn,t tell me what to do...so here we sit (outside

hospital) trying to decider'.

Many crients made the comment that they did not know

what they perhaps needed to know or even wanted to know.

Mr. o. was particurarly angry with his physicians because he

fert that after a surgery one year ago'they didnrt terl me

how serious it really had been. . . if r had known maybe r
wourdntt have wasted a whore year worrying about how sick r
fe1t...I feel like I lost a whol_e year - my daughter got

married - r courdn't even go to the wedding because r felt
so sickrr. He was in essence tarking about his r need to
knowrr so that he coul-d set expectations for hinserf and plan

realistically for events in his l_ife.

crients who had been hospitarized for certain surgical
procedures or myocardial infarctions appreciated an

informational- handout that has been prepared by either
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nursing staff or an outside committee (in the case of the
cardiac teaching bookì-et) and is routinely given out to
cl-ients after admission. The groundwork of informat,ion upon

which to develop questions was empowering to them and

allowed a control over their care (Gerrnain I Lg77).

Breemhaar et al (r-990:r-383) specurated that ageist
beliefs on the part of medical staff regarding the elderryrs
capacity to process medicar information in particuÌar
contributed to a less than adequate supply of information.
Breemhaar and corleagues suggest that many studies show that
adequate and compl-ete information frow to patíents resurts
in an increase in satisfaction, knowÌedge and a reduction of
anxiety to the patient.

They found that rta regression analysis taking
behaviour as a criterion showed that the small-er extent to
which elderly patients asked questions was predj-cted by

their strong feerings of gratituderr and a more external
locus of control. El-derly patients tended to give sociarry
desired responses and were afraid of being perceived as
ilcomplainersrr. This view was expressed frequently
throughout interviews when asked to discuss where service
provision or policy changes should be undertaken. several
alluded to their gratitude that they could be cared for when

iIl and in the case of one erderly lady - 'that anyone cared

at allrr about her state of heal-th and home management.
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The social- worker needs to be cognizant of the erderly
clientts need for informatj-on and through his/her
interactions empower the cl-ient to ask questions, and to
become an active partner in their own hospital care and

planning for discharge. To feer satisfied. with the elderrs
expressed gratitude and not risk their questions or
disagreement with the medical team's recommendations for
future plans may serve onJ-y to tstroker the care provider
and further feed into a cycle of dependency and perceived

powerlessness for the patient.

Psychosocial Needs of the Respondents

Most of the patients chosen for the study would not
have merited priority social- work intervention in our

hospital based on the nursing admission history and reports
from staff during their admissions. As a rule, our

department becomes invorved only if there j-s obvious need

for more compricated discharge planning through our regular
referral and case-finding methods. yet, the most shocking

irnpression that r was left with was of the overwherming

emotionar needs of these clients that had never been

addressed in hospital. Many of the crients r visited for
whon it seerned the interview would be straightforward began

crying when discussing the impact of their surgery, illness
or disability on their present Iives.
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The concerns they presented were simil_ar to the
concerns discussed by Neugent (l-98i-) . Fears regarding

losses of familiar people and settings, a heightened sense

of vulnerability, of physical and mental deterioration and

of lifelong confinement were prevalent. Fami1ies,

particularly children and nieces (nephews) arso discussed
the pressure of the j-tlness on themselves - particularly if
it was to be a progressive tong term condition. For the
children there was a frightening and guilt-provoking
assessment of their responsibility to the parent. one fert
as if rrr just want to run ah/ay from everyone...No matter
which vray r ga, the decision seems \^/rong...r hate rnyself for
it and then r hate everyone erse for making me make the
decisionrt. For many chitdren the assessment of
responsibility within the framework of their own lives
creates considerable role dissonance. rt may in fact impact

negatively on their relationships with their own spouse,

children and even social group (storler and pugliesi,

r.e8e ) "

since the primary care-giving role of erderry parents

often falls on the daughters, an understanding of the stress
of mult.iple roles is required (Kaye and Appregate, tggoì
Brody, L985; Stoller and pugliesi, L9B9i Colerick and

George, 1986). Many of these elderly parents have daughters

who are emerging from the post Lgíors \¿ork expansion and

have developed a post retirement agenda that had not
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included an active, dairy caregiving rore to a dependent

parent" For vromen, the demands of being daughter, wife,
mother, grandmother and outside worker may take their torl
(Kaye and Applegate, l-990) and force a decision intended to
decrease role stress.

In a study that compared caregivers who placed a

relative in a nursing home and those who continued to
provide care at home, it was found that the former group

tended to be composed of daughters with rcornpeting demands

and greater economic resources, who arso experienced

relatively greater levels of caregiving stress (colerick and

George, 1986).

since few heal-th care professional-s are in a place to
understand the many levels of a famiryrs stress, social
workers must undertake to act as the ad.vocates for the
clients when proposed discharge plans may be detrimental to
the patient and family unit unless modified. The

opportunity to gain insight into the caregiver's experience

of caring (stoI]er, E. and pugriesi , R., l-9g9) may initiate
a more finely tuned discharge plan that wil_r maximize the
chances for a successful- discharge.

Mrs. L. talked of her devastatJ_ng recognition of
vulnerability. An B5 year old widow whose husband died nine
years âgo, she prized her independence and never felt iloldrt

until her fall- on the back patio resulted in a fractured
hip.
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rrf had never rn¡orried about myself ...now I find
myself thinking twice about everything and
reminding nyself that f/rn getting to be a old
lady...need to be more careful_...it is a terrible
thing to all of a sudden see yourself as old...I
never used to see an old lady when f l_ooked in the
mirrorrr.

Mr. T. v/as a seventy year old man who had been in
hospital for ten days with spinar stenosis and esophagitis
after being assaurted by several young men whj-re working

downtown as a security guard. After his wife's death in
1985, he returned to work after having been retired. He has

been assaulted several- times, this rast time convincing hirn

to do other things with his time. Now he found that:
rrwhen I walked in the front door, I felt as if mywife had just died...aII these years of working
hard and running around - Irm stil_I trying to get
used to the fact that she j-s gone...I was thinking
when f was in the hospital- that maybe the reason f
\"pt going back to that job after I'd get, beat upis that maybe I didn,t care whether f Íived or
died...that scared me - Irve never thought about
that before...decided that I had. better do
something about this before I'rn just another guy
in the obituary col-umnil

There is much yet to be done in the acute rnedicar care

setting. crj-ents need to be assisted and heard regarding
feelings of anger and depression at a ross of role identity.
fnstitutional life nray bring the thought of their
progressing age and eventual- mortality to mind because of
recognition of limitations. The elderrs sense of l-oss over

a changed self-image needs to be addressed if the goat is to
discharge a patient that is confident in his/her abilities
and aware of availabre support systems. A frightening piece
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of information was when two patients discl-osed. that, they had

thought of suicide during their hospitalization as an

alternate plan if home had not been successfuL.

This lack of call-ing attention to their emotionar needs

has been associated with the el-derry patients, high revel of
sociar desirability, fear of complaining and. externarity
(Breemhaar, L990). How to address these concerns with
erderly crients in an acute care setting wirr be addressed

in a later section with recommendations for action.

Views of the Canadian Medicare Svstem

ConstitutionalJ-y, healthcare is a provincial
responsibility (Statistics Canada L9g7, 3:B) and each

province or territory has a health insurance plan that must

conform to the minimum federar criteria as described in the

Canada Health Act of 19g4 (Health and Welfare Canada,

L986/87 | 7-8):

a: universalit,y

b: comprehensiveness with coverage for medicalry necessary

hospital and physician coverage

c: portability between provinces

d: public administration

e: accessabirity (user charges are banned and extra billing
is deterred through funding penalties.

The evol-ution of the Canadian health care system has

been provincially driven for the most part. Four of the
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provinces had hospital insurance programs by t-9S0.

saskatchewan was the first province to enact a physician

services insurance plan in 1961-, five years prior to the
federar Medical care Act of 1,966 (Taylor, r9g7:l-oj-r- Taylor,
L98924-5) " By L971,, all provinces and territories had in
place hospitar and physj-cían servÍces insurance prans that
covered the total population (Tay1or 1,98927) "

Funding of our health care system is from taxes and

federal transfer and cash payments to provinces. several
provinces charge premiums. with pubric funding, there are

no financiar access barriers to care and the beneficiaries
are not at financial- risk (Rakich, t_990).

Gj-ven the average age of the study popuJ_ation (78) ,

this would have placed most of them in their 4o,s or Sors at
the time that this revol-ution in hearth care payment and

access occurred. Many (surprisingry) coul_d not recarr the
time of riving without this sociar benefit. The memories

of this time had faded a great deal for them. Many however

talked about rrdeserving' their hospitar care and their right,
to be allowed to stay in hospital untir they fel-t ready to
leave "

Mr. K. said: ItI rve paid my

that when I got to be ol_der, these

worryrr, Mr. J. a 99 year old man

for lots of years nohr, I fought in
be looked after nor¡/rt.

taxes all these years so

things wouldn't be a

said,trI,ve paid my taxes

two wars...I deserve to
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Many expanded on the theme of deserved entitlement by

talking about a sense of anger and disir-lusionment at the
discharge planning process which some fert forced them to go

home sooner than they wanted to. Mr. 0. arso reiterated
feeling that he deserved. to be in the hospital, ,,I paid my

taxes. " ".they shouldnrt have been so quick to send me

home...r guess r look pretty good but r stirl don't feel
like I did before[.

The anger and disillusionment was evident in some of
theÍr views on why the medicare system in our country is
coming to a crisis point. Although many bl_amed it on

rrbureaucratsrr and ttcorrupt politiciansil, there were

remarkable comments braminq users of the system itself:

Mrs. P: lrf dontt know too much about how
everything actually works, but it seems to me likethere are an awful lot of people going to see the
doctor who donrt need to be thereil.

Mr. Q: rrThere are too many people getting too
much unnecessary medical servicerf .

Mr. K: rrlt seems to me that if there is trouble,
it, is probably because of abuse by patients
themselves. People donrt realize how much this
costs - maybe if they had to pay user fees and
insurance premiums they rnight not run to the
doctor as muchrr.

Mr. N: rrÏ dontt know very much about the
financj-aI end of things but it, seems to me that
there are lots of people jumping on the bandwagon.
There are a lot of tests done that f wonder how
many are really necessary, too many bureaucrats
running things (in government there always are,
you know)...maybe user fees would help, f would
have been willing to pay so much per day during mystay I think.
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Mr. O: I'Rea11y, it is a case of poor priorities
on the part of everyone from the politicians to
the people. Some have gotten so used to the good
times that when tough times hit they canrt cope.
Those of us who were around during the depression
remember what things rea1ly \^/ere Iike, wê know
that sometimes the belt has to be tightened and it
is going to hurt...peop1e have to stárt looking at
the practical aspect of going to see a doctor ánd
realizing that if they are not reaI1y sick, donrt
gott.

Mrs. H: rrPeople ask for too much sometimes...v/e
have to rernernber that h/e canrt have everything v/e
want. Some people are in trouble now because they
never prepared wel-l_ enough when they were working,
either financially or whatever. Thãy weren't
careful enoug'hrr.

Mr. M: rrThere should be enough money in the
system, the government onì-y has so much you know.
fn the 1-930's, farmers never went into debtr trêjust had to approach things differently.
Nowadays, everyone seems too anxious and wiJ-Iing
to get into debt and that includes the
governmentrr.

Mrs. L: rr There are a l_ot of people abusing the
system - accepting services that are not needed,
running to see the doctor for every litt1e thingrr.

The relevance of this 'rblaming the victimrr thinking
should not be underestimated. Not onry are patients ready

to brame other patients for abuse of the system but sor it
seems, are some heal-th care professional-s. one onry needs

to Listen to various heal-th care provider groups discuss the
concept of instituting user fees to hear where

responsibirity for deficits is being assigned. certainly,
the idea of user fees to contror demand for services is not
new. rn 1968, the saskatchewan government introduced a

series of user charges for physician and hospitar services.
rn L97L, a succeeding government abandoned these. A study
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by Beck and Horne (1980) analyzed

fanilies utilized health services

the chargês, during their use and

The main conclusions \4rere:

how 40, 000 Saskatchev/an

before the introduction of

after they v/ere abolished.

a. Total provincial- hearth costs rernained about the same.

There was a small (6e") decrease in the use of physician

services "

b. The elderly, poor and those with targe families
decreased their use of servj_ces. For example, use of
services by the poor felr by about l-Bu. At the same time,
there were more physician initiated visits, like annual

physical examinations, for middle cl_ass patients.
c. There hras no change in the use of hospitals - the
biggest itern in the province's health budget. (Beck,R.G.

and Horne, J. , l-980) .

Mr. T., a seventy year old gentleman whose working

career prior to retirement had focused on efficiency and

productivity enhancement seemed to have the greatest amount

of understanding about the reasons for budget problems and

funding issues j-n health care. He talked about the

decreasing federal transfer payments with a downroading

effect to the provinces as a stress on the overalr system.

rnterestingly, he was one of the few to discuss systemic

aspects contributing to the probtem.
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rrI think some salaries are too high, there is poor
expense control particularly over tests, waste within
the hospital. one exampre r can give is the food which
is so bad that hal_f the tine I donrt eat it...They
should be looking at enhancing the quality of the food
so that it isn't thrown av/ay...there's a big waste. fsat in that hospital and watched things goiñg on - theIack of efficient use of staff and materials was
amazing.

There vrere nurses doing things that you could have
hired someone off the street to do and trãined them in
a couple of days... Things like giving people a bath
and walking thern down the hall-ways..Having to go to
another hospitar for a test - think of alr the wasted
tirne and money that takes. rt woul-d be dif f erent if
only a few people seemed to need that test, (a scan) but
f met quite a few people in there who were having to go
for one and they all had to go out of the hospital.
The costs of the ambulance, the nurse who had to come
must be tremendous. rl

Rachlis (l-989) convincingry argues that it is doctors
and not patients who determine which hearth services are

consumed. He decries the l-ack of science in medicine which

allows for treatments with no scientificall-y demonstrated

efficacy to be in place taking up valuabl-e resource doll-ars.
He says that diagnostic and treatment choices are determined

by how the doctor is paid, their practice environment and

the availabitity of hospital- beds ilfactors that have

littIe or nothing to do with cost-effectiveness'. He feels
that there is an excess of doctors in canada and that the

mass rnedia has either innocently or knowingly perpetuated a
myth that more beds, more medicine and more doctors will
mean better health.

rf this study populations/ sense that responsibirity
for our health care crisis is mainly due to abuse and

overuse by patients, then we who have an interest in
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fighting to preserve universar, accessible hearth care in
canada have much to do in education with our patients and

their families. This cohort group's inabirity to remember

life without the socÍar benefit of medicare may mark the
demise of a true appreciation for thÍs service. The value

which we place on it will not hord the same conviction
without the remernbrance of a people devoid of such a

reassurance.

Mechanic (198221,6) describes medical_ care as an

ttiterative processtr; patients rearn on the basis of their
experience and the responses of heal-th care personnel how

they are expected to use the system. Arong with our rore of
empor¡terment of patients and attention to psychosocial_ needs

is a place for social- work in helping patients access

community resources that may take them to a practical
understanding of health care that need not be focused on

hospitals and medical staff.
Education and advocacy for a more cost-effective way

of dealing wÍth health along its points on the continuum

need to become part of our work with crients. Few clients or
farnily members interviewed were av/are of community supports

that Í¡ere availabl-e to them. These services ranged from

assistance with yard work to self-hetp and support groups.

some were even unaware of services such as respite care

unless they had previously accessed these before.
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Most of the clients and family members interviewed were

not aware of the discharge pranning process occurríng during
their hospitalization. rn fact, when explaining the goals
of the research study to them most needed explication of
what discharge planning lùas actuarly supposed to entair.
This point brings to inind the issue for whom is the
discharge planning process for? rf it is for the patient,
then one should hope that they hrere aware that they h¡ere

engaged in such a process. Respondents in this study seemed.

not to be.

For most of the crients, they r¡rere abre to remember

having had at least one professionar ask them about their
needs at home when discharged, often there was a cluster of
about three or four professionar-s (usuaJ-ty the nurse,
physiotherapist and the home care nurse or hospital sociar
worker). Four patients said they could remember no one

asking them how they wourd manage when they arrived home.

Although when asked, most courd remember being asked a
question around this issue, few felt that there was a

partnership of planning involved. rn fact, Johnson and

Fethke (1985) found in one study that although 86z of the
hospitarized elderly patients were considered high risk
patient,s in need of dischargle planning, onry 2oz of then had

receíved this service. The designation of high risk had

been based on the hospital's own criterj_a.
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The first time that most cl-ients in this
remembered someone mentioning that they would

pLans for discharge were as follows:
Seven - shortly before discharge (day of, day

Seven - rnidway through the adrnission

Tvro on admission

study

be making

before)

Four shortly after admission

Their thinking behind their rating of thÍs issue was

most curious until taken in the context of their own hearth
assessments. Mr. B., a dynamic sixty-seven year ord man in
hospitar for three days following surgery for a hernia and

carpal tunner repair remembered the doctor telling hj_m on

the day of his admission that he would be home on the third
day-rrltsapromise!tt

Mr. F., a seventy-four year old man previously
independent was tord on Day four that he wourd be going home

the next day. He rated his tirne that discharge \^/as

mentioned as being rnidway through the admission. lvhen

questioned, he fert that the last day then seemed to take

twice as long to pass :

rrI felt l-ike he was agreeing with me that f wasnrt
sick anymore...up untit theñ I felt like a fraud
for being in that bed because I didnrt really feel
as sick as some of the other guys in my room. But
that last day just dragged, it seemed as long as
the other three days put togetherr'.
These are contrasted by Mrs. p., a seventy six year oJ-d

widow who was in hospital for twenty seven days. She

exhibited much more anxiety and reructance to leave hospital
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for home, felt undeniabry vulnerable and fearful- outside of
the structured, protective setting in the hospital.
Although she was told by the homecare nurse some seven to
ten days in advance of discharge that they wourd be ordering
home care services for her, she felt that she had been told
of these prans onÌy a day or two ahead of her discharge

date" Thj-s was not because of some apparent mental

impairment, but because |ttime went so fast after thatn, r,f

reaIly didn't feel ready to go home'r.

studies of discharge planning have indicated that such

activity is not a priority for physicians and nurses until
the days immediately prior to patient discharge (Johnson and

Fethke, 1985; Vüaters, K., L9B7a, ]-9B7b¡ Bowling, A. l_9g4).

It is evÍdent however, that beginning discussÍon of
discharge planning earry on in the admission can assist a

patient and thei-r family in preparing for rerease from

hospital and as indicated by Mr. F, al-l-ow for the transition
from sick role to rtformer patienttt with less anxiety.

There were a variety of comments regarding how they had

heard about their discharge. several respondents overheard

comments between staff that indicated their discharge was to
be soon. Three respondents felt that their physicians had

been too abrupt with them when discussing discharge and had

not alrowed time for questions regarding their post-hospital
course. In contrast to these, one gentleman was quite
frustrated with his physician who could not seem to decide
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on whether or not discharge was to be appropriate and this
decision was pondered for several days. The man himself
fert quite well and rrr finalry had to take the bulr by the
horns and teIl hin I wanted to go home todaylrr He went.

rn talking about what sorts of concepts staff shourd

keep in mind about elderly peopte, there rÁ/ere four general

themes:

a" rr Do not treat us as older young peopre. Remember that
hle are not - do not have the same expectations of us ín
recovering that you have of yourselvesn.

b" rr Give us time - to recover at our o\â/n pace, to adjust to
the changes that wil] happen when we go home. changes are

not comfortable to us no\¡/ as we gror¡/ older[.
c. Most expressed gratitude for care and a number almost

repeated the same phrase 'r'm just happy to be with people

who care about merr.

d. Fina11y, all pleaded for their dignity. These reguests

lrere sometimes almost apologeticarly made - be honest with
ilê, tell me everything you know about what is wrong with me

and how r can expect my life to change. show me you care -
smile at me when you come in, sit and risten to my story.
Remember where ilve been and realize that just as my past

successes and accomplishments come back to comfort me, so

the painfur memories return also. Mr. J. pleaded with his
caregivers to remember that, aÌthough parts of his life were

just history to them, he rerived the horror of every moment
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of vüorld lrlar r often noh/ as he contemplated the end of his
life coming.

At, a developmental stage where oners long term memories

become stronger and the short term memories become weaker,

repressed experiences from the past may be rrreactivated in
extremely frightening and vivid imagery'r (cohen, !gg]-:227).
rf caregivers cannot afford their elderly crients the
privilege of time and a wilringness to risten, they may miss

the most important part of their present stress.
our remembered past is of great significance to us and

we try to rnaintain our life story in good order. rt does

however, change subtly and purposefully as hre grow older for
it reflects how we have learned to rive with ourserves. The

memories can be selective based upon the demands of our

self-esteem, but painful and guitt l-aden memories may also
remain v¡oven j-nto the story (Johnson , 1,976 cited in coreman

and Mcculloch, t-985). Memories need not be rel-ied upon for
scientific accuracy but allow for entrance to the rife
experience of an individual and even a cohort group.

The study group's sense of dignity was woven into the
process of discharge pranning for them; they perceived a

rack of respect for their personhood and autonomy. Four

clients felt that the process had been too rushed (frorn

their perspective) and fert that they had been rdumpedr back

into their home in a way that stripped away what IittIe
dignity they had thought they had l_eft.
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The message that discharge planning had not been a

conscious goal oriented component to the hospital stay was

enlightening. Surely if hospital workers practice what

classic discharge planning l-iterature suggests the patient
and family would perceive it as a part of the process of
hospitarization. Fevr respondents felt knowledgeabre enough

to participate fully in such a process seemingly content

to allow others, particularly heal_th care providers, to make

decisions both trivial and crucial, on their behalf. If
empowering the patient and fanily to undertake decisions

regarding health care is an aspect of our work, partnership

must be the process. As will_ be discussed in the next

section of this report, social work needs to become less
gIobal in our understanding of discharge pranning and better
able to define the various requirements of this aspect of
medical social work.

The plea from cÌients to remember their cohort group as

being unique from younger clients pleads for sociar work to
increase their understanding of the aging process as welr as

the accompanying tife-cyc1e stressors on other farnily
members. Empowerment will only come as \¡/e l-earn to look

beyond the gratitude to unexpressed need. If discharge

planning can be therapeutic as BJ_azyk and Canavan (l-985)

suggest, aiding patients and famities to become active
partners early during hospitalization can assist with a

smooth transition post-discharge. Rel-ease from hospitar may
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not be percej-ved

of investigation
as a Itrushrr if

and treatment

expectations for
are set from the

the course

beginning.
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Chapter Six

The Role of the Socia1 Worker in oischarge planning

Scope of the Discharge Planninq process

rn order to function more effectively within the acute

care hospital setting with its accompanying concerns

regarding effectiveness of programming, the rather nebulous

phrase of rrdischarge planningt' needs to be divided based on

accountabirity to different groups. v[ith each group who

have an interest in the discharge planning process, there is
an attending change in focus of task. This wirr aid in
operationalizing the roles that the rnedicar sociar worker

engages in within the health care setting.
My model for di-scharge planning (Diagram 1), is based

upon a number of prernises:

a. Discharge planning occurs within an environmental

context that is alien to most patients and families.
b" Most patients rive in an environmentar context that is

only superficialJ_y understood by the heal_th

professionals caring for them. very few of us are able

to spend the tirne with patients and their farnilies so

that an intimate understanding of them is possible.

c. social workers in the acute care setting need to focus

their roles with each interest group and clearJ-y

delineate what minimal activities are expected in that
settíng. They also need to present a vision for what

could be done and work towards closing that gap.
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The variety of l-evel-s of intervention in discharge
planning cry out for an expanded view of the process within
the profession and within health care management. Groups

requiring intervention are outlined in Diagram l_:

a. Patient - The social workerrs intervention for discharge
planning as previously mentioned must begin on adrnission.

The role of proper assessment especiaÌry of internal
resources (zarle, 1-989) such as strength, endurance, sensory

input, knowledge, desire, courage, skills and communication

and work on psychosociar strengths (Blazyk and canavan,

1985) that will enable the patient maximum benefit during
recovery are too important to be reft until- the few days

prior to discharge. Assessment of external- resources also
requires some time. These may be housing, personal network,

communication devices, transportation, finances and the need

for support other than the functional provisions of the
provincial- Home Care division.

Provision of continuity of care through groupwork,

community follow-up and support in the post-hospitaJ_ phase

is cruciar to the preventative work of discharge. The

recognitíon that following discharge many elderly patients
will be reinstitutional-ized arglues for an integrated service
approach in the period imrnediatery fol-towing discharge
(Enlet, L984; Morrow-Howel-1 et aI t 1,ggL) .
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Fethke and Snith (i_991) studied the J-ength of time

necessary to follow elderly clients in the community and

prevent readmission to hospital. They found that a sj_x week

post-discharge rule defined a reasonable period in which

elderly patients vrere at higher risk to be readmitted to
either hospitar or nursing home. severar study respondents

arluded to an understanding that there would be a period of
adjustrnent following hospitat discharge. For those who felt
vulnerable in a way not experienced prior to their
admission, there was a hint of doubt that they wourd ever

return to their previous level of confidence. The need for
post-discharge support especiaJ-Iy with the elderly was

emphasized by them time and time again.

b- Familv: The sociar worker is often cal-l-ed upon to act
as the liaison between the faniry and the institution or
even its staff . Facilitation of information fl-ow as r¡¡el1 is
often necessary as famil-ies feel invisibre within the
hospital setting. Keeping famiry caregivers mentally and

physically healthy is arso a priority for the social worker.

Not because, as Phillips (l-989) says nit is niceil, but
because it can aid them in continuing with their rore
responsibilities and is tcentrar to meeting the Ìong-term

care needs of el-dersrr. phillips goes on to say the majority
of elders who are discharged from hospital are returned to
their homes. Most individuars need some form of assistance
from another person (usuarly obtaj-ned from a significant
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other) " Thus, every hearth care decj-sion that is made with
an eIder, or behal-f of the elder or about an elder has

irnptications for the lives and heal-th of the elderrs
significant other(s).

Phirlips's and Rempusheski's (l-986) work suggests that
the quarity of that famiry caregiving rerationship can be

assessed by evaluating the ttirnage the caregiver has of
caregiving, the personal- images that both the caregiver and

the elder hold of each other, and. the nature of the famiry
rerationships". The social worker's rore with the family
should not be seen as secondary but pivotal to her work with
the patient" The compricating factors to discharge pranning

as discussed by ciotti and watt (i-999) rerate directly to
the importance of the workerrs invorvement with the famiry
as early in the admission as possible.

Education and skill building work with patients,
families and community cohorts must occur for successful
post-discharge outcomes (Lurie I Lgg4¡ Berkman, B. et aI,
1990; Davidson, K.,l-979). Famil-ies and elderly patients are

typicarly reticent to ask for medical information, as is
demonstrated in this study and others (Breemhaar, A. et aI,
l-990). socÍar workers must tsearch for the questions that
are unasked to access the fears and concerns that are not
yet spoken" (Trachtenberg, L991). Empowerment and strength
are maxirnized in clients when they make decisions based on a
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firn understanding of their il-l-ness and confidence in their
care providers.

c" Staff within the Institution
sociar work must take the l-ead in enhancing the quality

of discharge pranning. such strength of r,eadership will
only come when we are confident of our skills that we bring
to this area and l-ess concerned with what has been carred

the increase in tttribalism and territorialityil (Dana,

L99Lz75). Teamwork can only be enhanced by tone less fighter
in the ringrr. How much of our energy is taken up in a

protectionistic mode that courd be better used to serve arr
of our clients?

Dr. Howard Zucker is quoted by Dana (1991_) as saying
this about the threats that change pose for the realization
of hopes for the health care consumer, provider and the
health care team:

rrMaintenance of morale is central- in preparing for
change. In the Ìarger world economic and
ecological Limitations and pressures wil_I, during
the next thirty years or more, be expressed in
social unrest, governmental upheavals, and
rebellious outbursts by those who i_n reality have
unmet basic health needs and who in fantasy
believe that ne\^/ gfovernments or nehr heroes wiII
rapidly make complex problems disappear.

In the small-er worl_d of the health care
professions the same tendencies are active. V,Ie
are likely to experience pov/erlessness,
depression, and fury as we are forced to accept
changes in our life styIe, self concepts and.
professional identities. ft is easier to blame
other people and groups for these painful changes
than to adapt to large impersonal forces and by
scapegoating to increase feelings of alienation.
I see a lot of depression, anger, and
demoralization in the heal-th profession today[
(Dana , 1,991-:84-85) .
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More attention needs to be focused on strengthening our

capacities for developing and imprementing what Dana carls
proactive interdisciprinary strategies, including a stronger
voice in social policy and system change. sociar workers

have a stake in our sociar poricies - both personally and

professíonally (Lowry, l-993). ff we are to have a role in
shaping our professional- futures, wê must mobitize and

educate clients, coÌleagues and ourselves about those policy
changes which will- impact upon the society in which we alr
live (Abramovitz, 1-991-) .

Study clientele expressed a gap in their knowledge of
how the medicare system was funded, the lines of
responsibility and confusion about what the 'rproblems were

anyrnrayrr. Several were able to say that they wished they

knew more, most felt that they probably should know more

about the workings of the health care system. This suggests

that if more people understood the irnplications of policy
changes and how they had been developed, a constituency

stake in supporting or questioning poricy could be formed.

The opportunity for politicar and community based interest
groups in development of prograrnming can only be aided by

client, education.

There are many obstacles to good discharge planning.

fnadequate communication, lack of collaboration and

coordination of systems, conflicting rore expectations on

the part of the client and a l-ack of coping skills or
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material resources are but a few mentioned (Mccler1and, E.

et aI, 1-985) " Along with Lurie (l-994), McCle1land and

associates advocate vi-ewing barriers from a systemic
perspective. ff this is to be done, the appropriate
interventions must arso be on a systemic revel if the
situation is to be addressed in an effective i^ray (McKeehan,

K. and Coulton, C., l-985) .

fglehart (l-990), after a study of 229 California
hospitats and their discharge planning programs came to the
conclusion that 'r...the day-to-day rountine activities of
discharge pranning are driven by neither social- work nor
nursing. The process seems to be driven by the needs of the
organization in which it exists. For this to change, issues
of territoriarity must give way to issues of patient
services. sociar workers and nurses, when united, would

represent a significant and powerful force in propelling
system innovation and change'r.

d. administrative sector of the institution The social
worker is abre to function in a risk management capacity
regarding appropriate referrals and involvement,

particularly if there is threat of litigation or
dissatisfaction with the provision of care within the
institution (Trachtenberg, !99j.). Their role in assisting
with the monitoring of bed utilization has previously been

discussed here.
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Because of the unique understanding of systems which

the social worker is able to bring to the workpJ_ace, he/she

offers a val-uable resource to the hospital adrninistration,
assisting with both program development and constituency
building (Lurie I ]g9!). A broad based. constituency who

feels a sense of ownership and arlegiance to the community

hospital will work to create a demand for programs that the
hospital can coordinate. Former federar health minister
Monique Begin remembered:

rrf felt that a good idea should be judged on its
own merits. I rather naively bel_ieved that theintrinsic varue of a project spoke for itserf..Nowr understand that politics is a balance of forces
and that it's strategy that makes you a winner ora loserrr (Rachlis and Kushner, j_989 2326) .

The social worker is cal_Ied upon to 1iaise with
community agencies and resources frequently and as such must

remember that he/she represents the institution with such

cornmunity interest groups. The opportunity to strike a

rnutually beneficial partnership shourd not be overrooked.

The Advocacv RoIe in Discharqe planning

The social- worker's advocacy rore in discharge planning
will take her into three primary spheres of infruence
(Lurie, 1984):

a. poritical advocacy to improve government programs.

community organization can aid in this end and the rnedical
social worker must use her community contacts to buird
community coalitions that wil-r further support needed
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progranming at the institutionar or commu.nity l-ever (Lurie,
1984). Liaisons must be developed with regisrators on arl
revers if one desires to advocate in a complete fashion for
the crients utilizing the hospitar resources. The scope of
the issue must always be matched to the rever at which it
will be addressed.

b. deveroping resources to meet unmet needs. Because of
their knowledge of the needs of many disadvantaged groups in
our society social- workers offer a unique and knowledgeable

perspective in the area of program devel-opment. we must

seek to become advocates for our cl-ients and partners with
government in developing community specific resources that
will benefit both the clientele, agencies and the
institution itself (Binstock, i_990) .

If elderly clients are discharged home ilsicker and

quickertr as has been suggested (Kaye, 1-989; Kosecoff et aI,
L99o) the advocacy role for the medicar social worker is
again stressed. Binstock (l-990 z24s) preads not onry for
direct advocacy for poricies that wil-I assist the vulnerabre
aged, but also quotes from the presidentiat Task Force that
he directed in l-968:

rr"..vulnerability in o1d age is the product of a
life course of experiences, binding us aII
together...economic and social opportunities forcurrent generations of the young and middle-aged
are the most effective measures for ensuring
opportunities for future generatJ-ons of older
Americansrr.
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This increased sense of vurnerabíIity was noted frequently
by clients interviewed for the practicum.

If a reason for failed discharge planning is because of
a lack of social or personal resources as suggested by

McC1elland (1985), then the rnedical social worker who

neglects the advocacy and social action role dances with
failure and does a disservice to his/her clients.

c. ensuring accessibirity of clients and their families to
needed programs and services. The need to remember

discharge planning as both a therapeutic (BJ_azyk and

canavan, l-985) and a iterative (Mechanic, i,992) process witt
aid in advocating for needed. access.

Evaluatinq Discharge pl-anning

Evaluations can occur in three areas of discharge

planning - process, structure or outcome of care. Outcome

eval-uation is the most effective method for eval-uation. The

structure model may be the most concrete and obvious

framework allowing for evaruation. The process elements

will more directly define the actions of the discharge

planner. Both the structure and process evaluation

components, however, become problematic in evaluating the

status of individuals at any future point in time. outcome

criteria are critíca] because of the usuar loss of contact

with the patient at the point of discharge.
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Two types of evaluations are avai_l_able: individual
discharge plan evaruation and overal-r program evaruatj-on.

Evaluation of the individual client's discharge plan is
based on success in meeting the rnutuarly agreed on patient
goals. Objective criteria make explicit the goals of the

model in meeting individual patient needs.

Program evaluation in contrast is a formal- activity
which determines how successful the agency/department has

been in rneeting its overarr program objectives. Muenchow

and Carlson (1985 21,52) quite firmly say that two major

outcome measures against which the success of the model can

be measured are: rrevidence that continuity of care t,tras

provided and that the patient was placed at the most

independent level of care possiblett.

fn their examination of seventeen discharge planning

models (ten acute care, institutional_ly based and seven

community and quasi-cornmunity based) expricit rnethods for
evaluation of programs in how effectivery they met these two

objectives were absent in most. The rack of eval-uation is a

conlmon problem to most quality review staff Although

various reasons are given by the authors, the one that seems

most applicabre to canadian hospitar sociar work may be that
pranning for today's immediate need.s consumes the tirne of
the staff person to such an extent that there is tittle or

no thought for the projected needs of the futurer rro matter

how close. The medical social worker in practice in busy,
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acute care settings must take ownership of the need. for
eval-uation in providing quality care , coqnizant of the

increasing need to demonstrate outcome effectiveness and

placing evaluation in a priority position periodically"
A new age of health care provision which wil_l_ seek to

move more services to a community base and decrease the
emphasis on institutionally-based services will force
hospitals into evaruating our delivery of care - what vrorks,

what doesn't and what requires change. Richard corcoran

(L992) in a letter to the editor of The Gerontoloqist
stated:

rrThe back-up of patients in hospital beds is not
confined to metropolitan area or to New york
State; nor is it specificaJ_Iy caused. by an
undersupply of either nursing home or hospital
beds. Excessj-ve hospital stays are symptomatic of
the dysynchrony between individual care-need.s and
organized care settÍngs that has crept into our
health delivery systems during the pãst thirty
yearsrr.

The rrdysynchronyrr between individual care needs and the
organized care setting is the policy interface that will
demand social work attention if we are to trury advocate for
the best interests of our clients, their farniries and our

employers. Advancements in the areas of day treatment

facilities and day hospitars are an exampre of where the
acute care social worker can provide the bridge between

needs within the institution, continuity of care with
cl-ients once discharged and cost-effective care provision
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for the community (Peck, 1"99L¡ Ferguson, L991_¡ young, Chase

and Mysak, 1983).

The expressed perception of some of the respondents

that their hospitarizatj-on ended too abruptryr. that in the
case of Mr. A. he was extremery uncertain about a future at
home alone and would have preferred to remain

institutional-ized is an example of the "dysynchronyrl
discussed above. Respondents referred often to hearth care

and choice of hospitalizatj-on as an annuity of sorts. The

expectations of need for care, support and contror over

decision making are at times in conflict and in rny

experience complicate the discharge process.

The confl-ict that occurs because of differing
expectations needs to be addressed at al-l revel-s if the
environment of discharge pranning is to be understood

(Germain, L977) . Not only is the rore of negotiator to be

acted out within the acute care setting, but arso outside

the institution. Providing liaison and acting as the

mediat,or between government, institutions and community

agencies will require a higher rever of accountabirity and

evaluation than is currently undertaken.

rn order to achieve high quarity discharge pranni-ng one

needs to work with the voruntary, private and public sectors
in a positive, spirited fashion. If we are to convince
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funding sources that support of programs is necessary, our

approach needs to mirror our concern, our knowledge base and

a carefully reasoned strategy that shows appropriate
planning for evaluation.

a" accurate problem identification
b" rnobilization of resources

c" management of methodol-ogy and skills
d" monitoring of new information which may change the

syst.em itself (Lurie , 1984) .

A first need is to bríng together a pov/er base of
provider groups (hospitals, social agencies, advisory boards

and local associations) who wil-l- provide a linkage between

the care provider and consumer groups in a given 1ocale.

A key issue needs to be emphasized and focused onto a
workabre, realistic goal. The constj-tuency of the coalition
needs to be able to achj-eve the goal in a reasonabl_e time

frame, and it must be a goaÌ of course from which the

hospit,al wiII demonstrably benefit. This wilI ensure

institutional support and futfill the mandate of

accountability to the hospital for activities. once the

issue/goal is selected, a broader membership can be sought.

As in any plan, development needs to occur in the areas of:
a. long range goals

b. short range goals

c. ways of identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the

chosen issue
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d. creating a series of actions designed to achieve the

goals (Shulrnan, Roseberg, Rock and Jefferson,

L976:103) "

Discharge planning requires the social worker to
understand the political processes such as compromise,

mediation, arbitration and negotiation. An understanding of
the psychological factors which may underpin resistance are

as valid to the working of an institution as to the

operation of a fainily system. Social workers must

understand the ttpolitical implications of a1l phases of the

discharge planning process and how it can effect social
agencies, communities, patients and their familiesrr (Shulman

and Tuzman, 1980).

As should be the case, the discussion of discharge

planning returns to the patient. The equation for quality
discharge planning is not fulfil-led unless alt the above

elements are in the place. Anything less is an exercise in
crisis management for the social worker certainly not the

opportunity for growth in the patient, farnily and perhaps

even the institution as Blazyk (l-985) has made reference to.
When we speak about the vulnerabil_itj-es of our elderly

clientsr wê must always be aware of the rtvulnerability to
what?rr It is sometimes inappropriately interchanged with
the concept of ttriskrr which refers to characteristics
associated with a greater likelihood of specific negative

events (Kane, 1,990) . As discussed earlier, the ethical
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imprications of our work must be more openly discussed in
order to heighten our av/areness of the impact of sociar work

intervention with regards to the vurnerabirities of our

clients. Respondents articulated in many v/ays their
feerings of powerlessness and although not often expressed,

their sense of vulnerability in relation to the very people

and institutions that focus on providing care and attempting

to meet the rnany needs of its community members. The rough

fit between the many needs (physical, emotional, and

materiar) and a structure that has an orientation towards

only immediate physical needs was strikingly obvi_ous.

The medical sociar worker must undertake to understand

the process of discharge planning within its broader context
and intervene at various level-s for maximum benefit to
crients. rntervention at any revel- must provide improved

evaluation of work in order that discharge planning can

become a progressive, creative process that can better
address the needs of clients whire ensuring a viabre system

of health care provision.

The need to be understand and integrate all aspects of
províding service to elderly clients and their farnil-ies must

bring together knowledge of the aging process, identity
maintenance, aspects of hearth and welrness and the personal

issues carried through their lives by each cohort group.

Quality provision of service can only be enhanced by an

understanding of competing responsibilities in discharge
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planning and their rel-ative importance to each other.

Evaluation of the various rol-es in discharge planning at,

different levels will- help to ensure that appropriate

resources are available for vul-nerable cl-i_ents and their
families whether during hospitalization or following
discharge. The advocacy role of the social worker in the

hospital setting must become strong and place the profession

in a position that aLl-ows influence in determining policy"

I close with a quote by Brody (l-985) of Donald Kent who

bel-ieved strongly in the irnportance of linking research

about aging to practice and policy:
rrResearch, policy and practice are...not the same,
but...they are not unrel-ated...po1icy that is not
informed by knowledge rnay weII be worse than
worthless; it may be dangerousrr.
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Chapt,er Seven

Summary of the Practicun Experience

This practicum was undertaken to define the role of the

medical social worker in the discharge planning process

within an acute care hospital setting. rt sought to merd an

understanding how clients perceived the hospital setting
treating them as a cohort group. Clients, perceptions

regarding their participation in discharge ptanning r¡rere

ericited. They were asked to discuss their assessment of
the Canadian_medicare as it is today as weII as where

improvements shoul-d come.

Prelirninary interviews with ten clients were undertaken

in the faII of 1,99L so that the interview format could be

refined. Throughout the r^¡inter and. spring of 1_ggT,

interviews with another twenty cl-ients and some of their
families v/ere carried out. These cl-j-ents comprised the
study population. content analysis focused on simirarities
in responses as well as areas that r^/ere marked by

dif ferences in perceptions or concl-usions.

Although clients that were selected for this study

wouldr oD the whole, not have been selected within the
normal screening procedures used in our hospitar for social
work intervention during their stay, the most shocking

finding was of the overwhelming, unexpressed emotionar and

social needs of these patients. Taken in the context of
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Havighurst's (1-972) tasks for wel-lness in this age strata
however, these unexpressed needs are to be expected.

Clarke's (L987) suggestion regarding patient
recognition of illness and Mechanic's (L}BZ) thoughts on

symptom recognition would seem to have been val_idated by

crient response in this study. Their perceptions of their
health T¡rere notably infruenced by their abiì-ity to maintain

independent activityr âs well as other factors cultural,
cohort comparison and the individual development of
perceived heal-th.

Parsons' theory of the sick role aided in understanding

how clients assumed this role as wel1 as indicating why

there may be difficulties in giving it up.

The expectations of patients and their farnilies of the
hospital setting and their unique cohort history (Karp,

L982) that contributed to those expectations r¡/ere discussed.

Each cohort group brings a unique encounter with history
into their l-ater years (Foner, L974). rt is the awareness

of this aspect of their lives which lends direction and

parameter to the interventions which the medicar sociar
worker undertakes with them and on behalf of thein with
outside systems.

The challenge to the medicar sociar worker in his/her
role vis a vis the discharge planning process became

increasingly c1ear. The standard dictums of early
invorvement, screening and partnership with the patient and
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famiry hrere noted in the l-iterature and corroborated during
the study. The lack of perceived partnership between the
crients and hospitar personnel was marked. The majority of
crients did not perceive this as a major criticism, but such

a process offers significant benefit to the patient, farnily
and institution. Even if the work of discharge planning was

completed, the client's lack of recognition of the process

as well as their opportunity to participate in a rknowingn

ttay lirnits the benefits to the health care system as a

whole. This ineffective use of such a powerful mechanism for
political, policy and research intervention is a sad ross of
opportunity to effect a positive, lasting change.

The opportunity to participate is 1ost not onty to the
patient, but also to the farnily. Hospital staff and the
institutions interacting with the facility can benefit much

by emphasizing the art of discharge planning and clearly
demonstrating the process to aIl involved.

The role of the social worker in the discharge planning
process r¡/as eraborated upon and a framework in which to
expricate responsibilities and arlow evaruation of the work

in the process itself r¡/as proposed. The skills of the
social worker uniquery qualify them to participate in a

multi-faceted approach to discharge planning. The

therapeutic and advocacy responsibirities with the patient
can be contrasted with the responsibilities to the
administration of the institution: policy and program
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developrnent and eval-uation, organizationar skil-l-s as wetl as

advocacy within the institution itself.
The social worker bears responsibirity for facilitating

effective and therapeutic interactions between the patient,
faniry and staff of the institution in order t,o maximize the
functioning of all during the period of hospitalization and

beyond. This contrasts with the reponsibilities inherent in
involvement in risk management activities with families and

patients because of the hospital stay. The importance of
the medical social v¡orkerts contacts with community

constituents and his/her work to strengthen the joint
committment and will power to col-laborate on programs that
will benefit clients, agencies and hospitars are an equally
j-mportant facet of discharge planning.

This practicum has al-l-owed me to 1earn more about

qualitative analysis and its apprication to the practice of
social work. Practical- skills invol-ving the use of self in
my involvement with clients and heightened skill-s in
interviewing r^/ere also gained. The process of the practicum

encouraged me to view discharge planning from a broader

perspective. rt assisted in cl-earry defining for myserf the
various roles that must be undertaken by the sociar worker

if discharge planning is to be effective in a systemic v/ay.

There !ì¡ere arso the unexpected findings - the need for
social work intervention and assessment with those who hurt
in silence, the need for remernbering patience and allowing
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time to tark, and the importance of recognizing a crientrs
need to be heard - not necessarj-ly trtalked tor or rtalked

withr¡ " These \¡/ere simple l-essons emphasized in the

beginning of rny crinicar training. r have come to rearn
that as I mature both personally and professionally, the
most important concepts r use v/ere taught to me many years

before" They are the foundation which provide quarity and

substance to everyday practice.
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Appendix A

HEALTH SCALE FOR THE AGED
(I.Rosow and N. Bres1au, 1-966)

Distribution of Responses

Number of rrHealthyrl
Responses

Percentage
of Total

6
5
4
3
2

Lor0

L2
20
1,6
l_5
20
t7
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Appendix B

SELF EVALUATION OF HEALTH

(E" Shanas et aI., 1,968; cited by Stahl , l-984)

Distribution by Country of Responses to Self-Evaluation of

HeaIth

Question (in percentages)

::::::::::::::::::= = = =::::::::=:: = = =::::::::::::::::::::::::
United Kj-ngdom Denmark United States

Good

Fair

Poor

57

29

L4

Totals 1-00

52

32

l-6

100

52

30

18

l-00
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Appendix C

Consent to Participation in Research project

I hereby consent to participate in the health system

and seniors research project as discussed with me by the
project coordinator, Gloria Dixon. r understand that only
information given by myself will be used and that, ALL

information gained from me wirl- be strictry confidential.
My name will never be used and in the the finar analysisr fiy

views may onry be quoted under a code l-etter, protecting my

identity.

f may request a summary of the findings of this project
by advising Gloria Dixon of this.

r understand that ny participation or non-partj-cipation
in this project will have no bearing on my treatment at
concordia Hospital by the heal-th care team, noh¡ or in the
future.

Signature of Client Date

Signature of Project Coordinat,or
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Appendix D

Client Profiles:

A. This is a 91- year ol-d bachel-or who was in hospital for
25 days with a gastrointestinal bleed. He l-ives in a small_

bachelor apartment in a seniorrs subsidized housing block.
The doctor began pressing the patient for discharge some

nine days after admission. The patient refused discharge

until sixteen days later. He had not been out of his
apartment for three months prior to hospitalization because

of the cold weather and physical weakness. prior to that
went out daily and was active in a l-ocal- seniorrs centre.
Presentry is too scared to leave his home and orders in his
groceries, allowing neighbours to pay his bills and do

errands as their time al-Iows.

He estimates that he has lost some fifty pounds over

the past four to six months because of chronic digestive
difficurties. continues to experience bowel and abdominal

pain even on discharge. Has a nephew in the north end who

visits every few weeks and brings soup and provides social
contact. All his other family r¡üere killed in the Ukraine

prior to his arrival in Canada.

Receives Home Care every two days for cl-eaning and

Iaundry assistance, meal preparation. hlants to be placed on

the waiting tist for a personal care home.
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B. This sixty seven year o1d man was in hospital for three

days with an inguinat hernia repair as well as a repair for
a carpal tunnel. He l-ives with his wife in his own home. A

retired storekeeÞer, he has continued to be active since

retirement at age sixty. He currently builds and crafts
handmade banduras, sings in three Ukrainian choirs which

travel worldwide. He and his wife enjoy travelling to the

US and to Europe as often as they can. BeÌieves he must

live each day to the full-est - doesn't anticipate living
past his eightieth birthday. His mother died at age 74 and

his father died at 83.

C. 73 year old spinster in hospital 23 days with Congestive

Heart Failure. Is well-known to our facility, her chronic

medical difficulties seem to require hospitalization several

times per year. She and a 76 year o1d sister live in a

small rather run-down looking apartment behind what was

previously their farnily store (now empty). The family has

lived in this home since 1,92L. Her sister was the prirnary

caregiver for their father prior to his death and now

provides the prirnary support.

Client retired at age 65 after years of working as a
store c1erk. The sisters have recently been feeling
threatened by the actions of several area youths who have

broken windows at their home and now are considering a move

to a seniorts complex that would provide increased security
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and additional on-site services such as meal provision. It
is a difficult decision because of the memories attached to
their home and an intact network of friends who live nearby.

Sister does all cooking and cleaning. Home Care

assists with cleaning and some meal preparation to d.ecrease

the burden on the sister. VON visit regularly for health
maintenance checks.

D. 82 year old lady in hospital 32 days with a Colles

fracture and congestive heart failure. She immigrated to
canada in L964 from Paraguay where she had fred from Germany

during WVü II. Vlas widowed in Paraguay. Has tived with her

daughter and son-in-Iaw since her arrival in Canada.

Previousry worked in housekeeping at a l-ocal- personal care

home. A very alert lady with a wonderful sense of humour.

E. 85 year ol-d lady in hospital 32 days with a CVA and MI.

Lives alone in a senior's apartment brock. Has been widowed

for the past five years. OnIy son l-ives about 20 minutes

away and is very supportive. Phones her every two to three

days and visits regularry. was very apprehensive on return
home. Tearful, many anxiety attacks and frequent episodes

of chest pain. There were several returns to our Emergency

Department because of this and in fact required readmission

on several occasions. Home care services needed to be

increased several- times and the family doctor needed to
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become more intensively invorved in forr-or^/-up with this lady
until her stress decreased and her confidence returned.

F. 74 year o1d male in hospital five days with a

cholecystectomy" He l-ives with his 73 year old spouse who

is nearly blind and forgetful_ at times. fs a retired
mechanic and handyman. They continue to live in their own

home where they have been for the past thirty plus years.

There are four children, all of whom rive out of province

with the exception of a daughter who farms on the Manitoba-

Saskatchehlan border. Previously independent and required no

home care on discharge. He remains quite active, plays in a

swing band that performs publicly at least twice a month.

He aids his wife with nearly arr the househol-d tasks because

of her poor vision"

c. 77 year ord lady in hospital four days after suffering
an Mr. she was widowed five weeks prior to suffering the

Mr. Husband died at home from a sirnirar cause - the couple

had been married approximatery 60 years. she has continued

to live in their own small two bedroom bungalow in an area

where neighbours have lived together as a group for some

forty years or more. They are arl about her age. Her only
child died in infancy in poland, relies on a nephew to
maintain her yardwork and a 90 year ord brother-in-raw and

his wife to provide social support.
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H. 82 year old lady admitted with MI and. previously
diagnosed cancer. rn hospital for zB days. Lives in her

or^rn apartment wíth severar nieces providing assistance, Ert

tines takj-ng her into their own homes to provide care after
each of her recent hospitalizations. prior to her

retirement, worked as a bookkeeper. Discharged to the home

of a niece with voN and Home care fortow-up and a referrar
to a palliative care facility.

r. 95 year oId lady adnitted for a 35 day stay after a farÌ
at the supermarket. Lives al-one in a senior's bIock. is a

spinster - onry socia] support is a niece who visits once

per week and a regular home care worker who provides

housekeeping and laundry assistance. worked as a nanny and

nursemaid until her 8o's when she retired and moved to
Irlinnipeg. Travelled widely throughout her career and has

retained that J-ndependence to this day.

J. 99 year old male in hospital ZO days after having

urinary tract surgery. Lives in an seniors' apartment block
with his 92 year old wife. couple had no chirdren and a1r

their siblings are deceased. primary sociar support is a

former neighbor's daughter who drives them about, assists
with errands and considers them to be her pseudo-

grandparents. The couple remain mentarly alert but are very
frail. They have been attenpting to gain placement together
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at a rocal- personar care home for the past eight months and

rdere placed on the linited waiting list one month ago

because of their urgent need from the community's

standpoint"

Although they would have preferred placement together,
they are leaning towards a voluntary separation. Both are

keenly ar¡/are of their l-initations and al_so of the extra
concern they cause each other. He is particularly cognizant

of the increasing dependence on externar support and care

that he is requiring and feers hímsetf becoming a burden to
his wife.

K. 73 year old man in hospital 27 days after suffering an

MI, pneumonia and respiratory failure. Retired from the
railway at age 65. Lives in his own home with his wife.
Has a large circle of supportive fanily, and. friends. One

son lives in St. Norbert, daughters live in Germany and

A1berta. Very proud of his family of origin's role in
sponsoring many German immigrants to canada and assist,ing

them to become successful here.

L. 85 year old lady in hospital 21- days with a fractured
hip" she had fallen at home on a roose patio stone while
pranting fl-owers. Has been widowed for the past nine years,

previously married for fifty years. The couple had no

children. Worked as a hairdresser when younger - very
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independent, enjoys living alone in her own home" Religious

values give great strength to her. Primary social supports

are nieces and nephews scattered around Winnipeg.

M. 75 year old man in hospital eight days with

cholelithiasis" Brought himself down to Winnipeg fron his
home in Swan River for medical treatment. He and wife are

Iiving in a local hotel until his surgery is scheduled" He

retired as a carpenter in 1-980. They have one daughter who

farms near Swan River. His wife is three years older than

him and has been having health difficul-ties herself IateIy.
He has had to assume many of the household tasks as she

becomes unabl-e to undertake things like cooking, cleaning,

and laundry.

N. 65 year o1d male in hospital for ten days following a

retropubic prostatectomy. This Brandon area bachelor is a

retired postal cl-erk and waited three months to have this
surgery.

O. 71- year old male in hospital for 1-5 days with
exploratory surgery on his gaII bl-adder. Previously a

switchnan with the rail-wây, retired early because of
problems with asthma. Lives with wife in their own home in
North Kildonan (where they have been for the past 31-

years.). Three g'rown children tiving out of province.
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Both he and his wife have had a long history of
depression and anxiety. previously diagnosed with MS about

five years ago. There has been previous psychiatric contact
as welr as respiratory services at DLC prior to its sare to
the provincial g,overnment.

P. 76 year o1d rady in hospitar 27 days with a fractured
femur and a Moore/s repair to her hip. vlidowed for the
past 17 years. Lives in her own home with a 45 year old
deveÌopmentally delayed son. Her other son works furl time,
is married and lives a short distance west of winnipeg. He

is abre to provide only practicar handyman assistance to his
mother and brother"

she worked as a housewife arl- her rife. rs extremery

anxious about her coping abiJ_ities at home now and is
conscious of the extra burden her son riving at home with
her now feels.

obstruction. He was quite ir1 on admission and in fact was

in rcu for 22 days. He lives in a smarr seniors block with
his second wj-fe of 9 years. Two step-daughters rive nearby,

three children frorn his first marriage l-ive out of province.

His previous medical history incr-udes three myocardial

infarctions and two cvAs. A veteran of worrd vlar rr with
overseas service, he continues to have recurrent memories
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u¡hich continue to haunt hin. Describes himsel-f as ralways

being a step behind since r came back...sometimes r think r
came back to a different placer. Extensive history of
alcohol abuse on his part and reportedly by his wife.

R. 82 year ord male in hospital 67 days after falling at
home" Long history of arcohol abuse and has suffered from
Parkinsonism for the past three years. He is a retired
rairway engineer who has been divorced from his wife for
many years. There is one son who rives nearby and attempts
to support his father to some extent. The issue of
alcohorism is only beginning to be deart with on the part of
the son. client l-i-ves in a seniors, bl-ock and his onry
sociar contacts rearly are his friends in the building.

s- 70 year oId lady in hospitar i,g days after an Mr and

cardiogenic shock requiring intervention in the rcu. Lives
in a nearby seniorst brock by herserf. Husband has

Àrzheiner's and has been institutional-ized at Deer Lodge

centre for the past three years. up untir this admission
she has been a very active rady. Driving up until- nov/ -
advised by her doctor to serl- her car and not to drive
anymore". son lives out of town but is supportive. she is
prinary practical sociar- support for a disabl_ed friend with
MS who lives in the same building.
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T. 70 year old mare with spinal stenosis and esophagitis in
hospital for 1-0 days. Lives alone in his own home. lrrife
died in 1985 after a lengthy ir-r-ness. onry son rives in
Thompson, Manitoba. He retired in 1,964 because of his
wife's poor hearth. After her d.eath he then returned to
work as a security guard until this hospitarization. Has

been beaten up severar times whire working - the last
beating resulting in this hospitalization. As a resurt,
plans to quit work and devote his time to increased
charitable and church activities.
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Appendix E

Format Used for Semi-St,ructured Interviews

1. fntroduction of the

understanding by client
Research Project and validation of
and prirnary care-gi_ver if available.

2" Adninistration of the Hearth scare for the Aged and the
singre item questionnaire regarding serf-perception of
health compared to that of their friends.

3. Questions regarding their perception of the health in
their younger years and. how if any they think differentry
now about the state of their hearth. eg. when you ü/ere

younger, how hras your health? As you have gotten oIder, how

has it changed? lrlere you in a similar state of health to
that of most of your friends your age in younger days? How

is your health noÌ¡/ compared to that of friends your age? Do

you worry about your health? Do you l-ive your life any

differently now because of your heal-th? rf so, in what way?

4. Questions v/ere asked regarding their hospitat stay -
their impressions of their care in hospital, what areas of
care could be improved upon and what areas of care were done

weII. This sectj-on also had patients discuss the concept of
discharge pÌanning. lvhen was the first time they hrere told
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that they could plan for discharge with community support
persons? I{ho told them of the discharge order? lvhat health
care professional-s did they have contact with during their
stay in hospital? vtas there any one thing that was done

that allowed them a sense of being in charge of what
happened to them whil_e in hospital?

5. clients' opinions were sought on the state of the
canadian heatth care delivery system. They h¡ere asked if
they remembered what their lives !üere rike prior to the
introduction of medicare. How did things change when

medicare became avairabl-e? what aspects of our current
system do they place the most value on? They hrere asked for
opinions on why there is a fiscal crunch in the health care
system, and suggestions to al-levi-ate this financial_ concern.
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